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ABSTRACT 

Sealing of boreholes near nuclear waste disposal sites is neces

sary to maintain the isolation integrity of the rock. If significant 

cracking is induced in the borehole wall due to drilling, leakage 

patterns may develop around the plug. 

To evaluate the potential for leakage, an experimental and theo

retical study has been made of the damage induced by percussion and 

diamond drilling operations. The experimental study allowed observa

tion and measurement of physical characteristics likely to affect 

leakage patterns. The theoretical study evaluated a method for pre

dicting the amount of damage. 

It was found that percussion drilling induces more damage than 

does diamond drilling; however, the width of damage was small and 

primarily restricted to cracks within grains. These traits tend to 

limit leakage. 

The theoretical study led to development of a damage prediction 

scheme based on a simple rock failure criterion, to be used only as a 

first approximation. 

xiv 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The nuclear and chemical Industries produce vast quantities of 

radioactive and toxic waste materials, which must be isolated. One 

method of Isolating waste Is to dispose of It In geologic media. This 

can be accomplished by either Injecting the waste material down 

boreholes or by storing it in a mined repository site (U.S.D.O.E., 

1982, p. 3; Piper, 1969; Subgroup for Alternative Technology 

Strategies, 1978). In both these situations all connections with the 

biosphere must be sealed to prohibit the migration of the waste 

material. Openings which must be sealed include: shafts leading to 

the repository chamber, boreholes drilled for repository site 

evaluation, abandoned wells near the disposal site and, in the case of 

waste injection, the hole into which or through which waste is 

injected (Schneider and Piatt, 1974; ONWI-55 1980, Borehole and Shaft 

Plugging, 1980). It is the purpose of a research project at the 

University of Arizona, which is funded by the United States Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, to evaluate the effectiveness of various 

borehole plugging materials. As part of this project an evaluation 

has been made of the amount of damage (cracking) induced in the 

borehole wall during drilling. The study of the damaged zone is of 

importance since it must be determined whether or not this zone should 

be considered as a flow path around the plug (Fig. 1.1) (ONWI 55 1980, 

1 
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Figure 1.1 Hypothesized flow path around a borehole plug 
through the damaged zone. 
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Borehole and Shaft Plugging, 1980; d'Appolonia, 1981)• If the damaged 

zone consists of a large number of Interconnected fractures of signif

icant aperture, It could become a pathway for contaminated ground 

water to flow freely around the plug. If this zone is of a relatively 

large width, a substantial volume of contaminated water may reach the 

biosphere and endanger life. For this reason a study has been made to 

determine the following physical characteristics of the damaged zone: 

1) the width of the damaged zone, 

2) the geometry of cracking (radial cracks are more likely to 
open with increased borehole pressure than are concentric 
cracks), and 

3) the amount of crack interconnection. 

Along with the above three characteristics of damage, information was 

also sought about the degree to which the drilling method affects the 

magnitude of damage. If it can be shown that a particular drilling 

method induces a substantially greater amount of damage, that drilling 

method should not be recommended for use in the vicinity of waste 

disposal sites. Lastly, a method of predicting the amount of damage 

likely to be induced during a given drilling situation has been 

sought. 

1.1 Testing Procedure 

To determine the ease with which ground water may flow through a 

damaged zone surrounding a borehole, indirect tests were conducted. 

These tests were designed to yield information about various aspects 

of the damaged zone that influence fluid flow. For example, the 
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distance into the borehole wall that damage extends was measured with 

the aid of fluorescent penetrating dyes, the intensity of fracturing 

was indicated by a lowering of the tensile stength of the rock 

material within the damaged zone and the geometry of cracking was 

observed with the aid of a petrographic microscope. Some direct 

measurements of the damaged zone properties and flow characteristics 

were also attempted. These tests involved the use of radial 

permeameters to evalaute the effect that varying degrees of damage has 

on fluid flow characteristics. 

1.2 Drilling Method Comparison 

To determine to what degree the drilling method affects induced 

damage, the damaged zone surrounding diamond drilled holes was 

compared to that surrounding percussion drilled holes. These drilling 

methods were chosen for various reasons. They are two commonly avail

able drilling methods. Also, the rock breakage mechanisms (Chapter 2) 

Indicate that they represent extremes in energy input to the rock 

(percussion drilling being the most energetic and diamond drilling the 

least). This implies that they represent the extremes in induced 

damage. A final reason for the study of these two methods is that 

diamond drilling is a common tool in geologic site investigation and, 

as Singh and Hartman (1961, p. 221) point out, nearly all other dril

ling methods have some component of percussion inherent in them. For 

example, the action of the roller bit in rotary drilling has as part 

of its mechanism the initial Impact of the bit teeth on the rock. 
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1.3 Organization of Study 

The study of the damage Induced by percussion and diamond dril

ling was conducted by first evaluating the drilling mechanism of each 

method. This study led to Information concerning the forces Imparted 

to the rock during drilling, which was used as Input Information to 

the finite element program used in the prediction of damage. 

Parallel to the above theoretical study, laboratory evaluation of 

the damaged zone characteristics was conducted. Upon conclusion of 

the theoretical and the laboratory study, the predicted magnitude of 

damage for each drilling method was compared to that observed in 

laboratory testing. The final conclusions obtained will concern the 

degree to which drilling-induced rock damage affects borehole plug 

performance, and the degree of confidence with which damage can be 

predicted. 



CHAPTER TWO 

SURVEY OF DRILLING METHODS STUDIED 

2.1 Percussion Drilling 

A percussive rock drill operates on the same basic principle as 

does a hammer and chisel. A piston is propelled forward, usually by 

compressed air (although the use of hydraulic drills in which the 

propelling action is generated by a pulsating oil pressure, is in

creasing rapidly), until it strikes the drill rod. Upon striking the 

rod the momentum and energy are transferred from the piston to the 

drill steel as a stress pulse which travels down to the chisel-like 

bit. The stress pulse forces the bit against and into the rock, thus 

causing a crater to form. This basic concept of percussive drilling 

is very well understood and accepted - what is not fully understood 

are the particulars of the wave mechanics of percussive rock drills. 

2.1.1 Wave Mechanics at Piston Rod Interface 

As stated above, the energy and momentum of the piston is trans

ferred to the drill rod as a stress pulse upon striking the anvil on 

top of the rod. Determination of the shape of this wave has been 

attempted by various researchers. Fischer (1959a) applied a graphical 

technique for determining the waveform generated by different Impact 

system (piston-anvil-drill rod) geometries. The technique is based 

upon one-dimensional wave mechanics; therefore, strains measured on 

6 
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the surface of the bar are assumed to be constant across the bar. 

Fischer confirms that for the simplest case of a piston with constant 

cross section area equal to that of the drill rod, and made of the 

same material, a rectangular waveform is generated. If the piston's 

cross-section or material is altered, the waveform will change corre

spondingly (Figure 2.1). For example, if the drill rod is thinner 

than the piston, the piston will not lose all of its momentum upon the 

initial striking of the rod and will impact the rod with successive 

velocities reduced by the reflection factor q - (1 - r)/(l + r) 

where r = A2E2U^/Aj E^U2 and A « cross sectional area, E => Young's 

modulus, U = wave propagation velocity, and 2 and 1 denote rod and 

hammer, respectively (Fischer, 1959a, pp. 133-134). A positive re

flection factor indicates that upon impact the hammer continues to 

move downward at a velocity equal to v̂  = qv^ where v̂  is the initial 

velocity of the hammer. It will therefore strike the rod again, thus 

being once again slowed down by the reflection factor q. This process 

will continue until the hammer is completely stopped, which is theo

retically after an infinite number of blows. This repeated striking 

of the rod causes the stress pulse in the rod to be no longer rectan

gular. Rather, as Fischer (1959a, p. 133) points out, it consists of 

a head of duration T • 2Lj/U (Lj - piston length) and a tail sec

tion made up of steps of duration T whose amplitudes decrease by a 

factor q for each step (Figure 2.2). T is defined as the time neces

sary for a stress pulse to travel up and down the hammer. As in the 

rectangular pulse, all of the piston's energy is transferred to the 
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Figure 2.1 Variation of stress waveform with piston 
geometry. Piston shape and size relative 
to drill rod shape and size are illustrated 
in upper right hand corner of each drawing 
(after Fischer, 1959a). 
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Figure 2.2 Theoretical and actual stress waveform generated 
by a piston of constant cross-section greater 
than that of the drill rod (after Fischer, 1959a, 
p.133). 
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rod, but in this situation much of the energy is trapped in the tail 

of the transmitted pulse and is of lower amplitude and hence low qual

ity (Fischer, 1959a, p. 135). 

To work towards the situation present in most rock drills, the 

condition of a bar with a capblock evaluated by Fischer will be con

sidered. This situation represents a piston striking an anvil attach

ed to the drill rod. The presence of the capblock of diameter less 

than the piston but greater than the rod acts to increase the pulse 

amplitude transmitted to the rod. According to Fischer (1959b, p. 

293), at time t = T the hammer moves downward unstressed with a veloc

ity Vf and the capblock moves downward with a greater velocity. This 

causes the capblock to act as a free hammer striking a bar of lesser 

diameter. As the capblock slows during successive impacts, the hammer 

approaches it and eventually impacts again. The result of the second 

hammer-capblock Impact is a sudden increase in the pulse amplitude. 

Because the hammer was slowed with the first impact and the capblock 

now has a downward velocity, however, the pulse amplitude will not 

exceed that obtained from the first impact (Figure 2.3). Fischer 

(1959b, pp. 294-295) found that the magnitude of the stress pulse 

generated by the first impact is dependent only on the area ratios and 

is independent of the length ratios. The amount of energy contained 

in the "head" portion of the pulse, however, depends on the length 

ratios. 

The final situation studied by Fischer (1959b, pp. 295-279) to be 

discussed here is that of a piston with a head and a shank rather than 
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Figure 2.3 Theoretical stress waveform generated by 
a piston-capblock arrangement (after 
Fischer, 1959a, p. 293). 



a constant cross-section. This is by far the most common geometry in 

rock drills. If the head and the shank of the piston are of the same 

length, the pulse in the bar is made up of a head and a tail that is 

not monotonically decreasing. Rather, the head is made up of two 

parts, the part caused by the shank and the portion of greater ampli

tude caused by the head. Portions of the tail may be of greater am

plitude than the portion caused by the shank, but cannot exceed the 

amplitude due to the head (Figure 2.4) (Fischer, 1959b, p. 299). A 

piston with shank and head also tends to increase stress wave ampli

tude, but to a lesser degree than does a piston-capblock arrange

ment. If the piston and shank are of different lengths, the magnitude 

of the two parts of the head of the stress pulse will be equivalent to 

the case of equal lengths, provided the areas are equal. The duration 

of these parts, however, will be dependent on the lengths. The tail 

will be of similar form, but altered slightly due to changed amount of 

energy within the head (Fischer, 1959b, p. 297). Waveforms similar to 

those just described have been measured by Hustrulid and Fairhurst 

(1972) for the Atlas-Copco Puma drilling machine. Hustrulid and 

Fairhurst determined this waveform from strain gauges fixed to the 

drill steel during operation. Close agreement tends to indicate that 

the waveform within a drill steel can be predicted if the piston-rod 

geometries are known. 

Another method to determine the shape of the stress pulse within 

a drill rod was devised by Ralph Simon (1963). Simon formulated a 

computer model that has the geometry of the striker, anvil, chuck and 
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Figure 2.4 Theoretical and actual stress waveform 
generated by a piston with a head and 
shank (after Fischer, 1959a, p. 299). 
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coupling members in the drill steel as input parameters. The output 

Information includes the following: 

1) Stress waveform within drill steel 

2) Variation of nominal stress with time 

3) Time of separation of striker and anvil 

4) The efficiency of energy transfer to the rock 

Dutta (1968) has also published a computer model for the determination 

of stresses in drill steel. Dutta's results agree quite closely with 

Simon's, and both models are reported to give accurate representation 

of measured pulses (Simon, 1963 and Dutta, 1968). These programs 

appear to be an extremely efficient method of modelling the effects of 

various piston-rod geometries. 

2.1.2 Strain Wave Transmission 

Following the determination of the waveform generated by the 

piston impact, the magnitude of the stress as well as the stress 

transmittal to the rock must be determined. Furby (1964) outlines the 

wave mechanics involved at the piston-rod interface and the bit rock 

interface. A summary of his work follows. 

Furby, like Fischer, assumes that one-dimensional wave mechanics 

will adequately represent the situation within the drill rod. The 

accuracy of the waveforms calculated by Fischer indicates that this 

assumption is reasonable. The governing equation for one-dimensional 

wave transmission is: 
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where u - displacement of a bar cross section, c - strain wave veloci

ty and t = time. From this equation comes the relationships between 

particle velocity and stress level: 

Ev , 
a - — and (2.2) 

o • cpv (2«3) 

where a • stress, E = Young's modulus, v - particle velocity, p = 

density. In the situation where a cylindrical piston of cross— 

sectional area Aj strikes a rod of cross-sectional area A2 the condi

tions 

Aj (jj ~ A2 ©2 and (2.4) 

V - vj - v2 (2.5) 

must hold if it is to be assumed that forces and particle velocities 

are to be equal across the interface following Impact. In the above 

equations - stress in piston, o2 " stress in rod, V - piston 

velocity prior to Impact, v  ̂- particle velocity in piston following 

impact, and v2 • particle velocity in rod following Impact (Figure 

2.5). 

By substitution of equations 1.4 and 1.5 into equation 1.3, and 

rearranging, it can be found that the expression 
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Figure 2.5 Mechanical system modelled by Furby (1964) 
to study piston-rod stress pulse transmis
sions. 

V: piston velocity prior to impact 

V^: particle velocity in piston following 
impact 

particle veloicty in rod following impact 

Â : cross sectional area of piston 

cross sectional area of rod 

stress in piston following impact 

o^: stress in rod following impact. 



defines the stress level generated in the rod by the piston impact. 

This stress will be the magnitude of the peak stress of the waveform 

determined by Fischer's graphical method or by a computer analysis 

similar to Simon's. 

The strain wave will propagate along the drill steel until it 

reaches the bit. If the bit is not in contact with the rock when the 

pulse arrives it will undergo a free-end reflection and return as an 

equivalent tensile pulse. Under this condition no energy is taken 

from the pulse, the stress at the rod end will be zero, and the 

particle displacement would be twice that normally available in that 

waveform. If the rod is in contact with the rock and the rock acts 

rigidly (allowing no displacement), fixed end conditions will govern 

stress wave reflections. This would cause, assuming purely elastic 

conditions, the wave to be reflected in compression and, therefore, 

the net particle displacement would be zero and the stress at the rod 

tip would be twice the incident stress level. During a given drill 

bit penetration the condition at the rod end will typically progress 

from free end conditions if the bit and rock are not initially in 

contact to fixed end conditions when the rock resistance has increased 

sufficiently to prevent further bit penetration (Furby, 1964, 

p. 293). If the situation exists where the bit and rock are in 

contact when the strain wave arrives at the interface, and the rock is 

not resistant enough to prevent all displacements, then the wave will 



be partially transmitted to the rock and partially reflected, and the 

force of the bit on the rock can be determined as 

F - A[0l(t) + or(t)] + Fq (2.7) 

where A •» area of steel, « magnitude of stress available in strain 

wave, or » magnitude of stress reflected back into drill steel, and Fq 

- initial force between bit and rock (Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1971a, 

p. 312; and Simon, 1964, p. 398). If no thrust force (FQ), is 

present, the bit will lose contact with the rock between piston blows 

due to both elastic rebound of the rod (Furby, 1969, p. 294) and 

machine back pressure (Sheth, 1964, p. 30). This will cause energy of 

succeeding blows to be wasted in renewing bit-rock contact. Hustrulid 

and Fairhurst (1971a, p. 316) report that the reflected wave pulse 

consists of an initial tensile portion followed by a compressive 

tail. This form can be explained as being due to an initial nearly 

free end reflection caused by very limited rock resistance, and as the 

bit penetrates rock resistance increases, causing the incident wave to 

be reflecting under boundary conditions gradually changing from free 

to fixed-end. The fixed-end condition occurs when the reflected and 

incident waves superimpose to nullify each other (Furby, 1964, pp. 

293-294). 

Upon arriving at the piston-rod interface, the tensile portion 

reflects as if from a free end, since the tensile stress will cause 

Immediate separation of the piston and rod. This free-end reflection 

causes a compressive pulse of equal magnitude to begin propagating 



cowards the bit (Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1971a, p. 316). As the 

compressive tail approaches the interface a net displacement of the 

rod towards the hammer is produced. If this displacement exceeds the 

tensile displacement, the rod will re-impact the piston. If this is 

the case, momentum is transferred to the piston, and is trapped 

therein when the piston and rod separate upon arrival of the pulse 

reflected from the top of the piston. The only contribution that the 

trapped momentum has to rock breakage is that it can affect the mini

mum thrust force necessary to retain intimate contact between bit and 

rock (Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1971a). This mechanism causes rougly 

10% of the piston's energy to be held as internal energy within the 

piston itself, not transferrable to the rock. It is also based on 

this mechanism that Hustrulid and Fairhurst (1971a, p. 318) propose 

the waveform shown in Figure 2.6 as the second and third incident wave 

at the bit-rock interface. 

It can be seen in Figure 2.6 that the initial compressive head of 

this pulse (I) will behave exactly as the first compressive pulse to 

reach the rock. The tensile portion (II) will then separate the bit 

from the rock making it possible for the next compressive portion 

(III) to do work only if it has enough energy to cause the bit to re-

contact the rock and to produce a force greater than that of the 

second incident wave. This is seldom the case and therefore only the 

first and second incident waves are assumed to influence the rock 

(Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1971a, p. 318). In order for the mechanism 

to hold for the succeeding blow, the bit must be made to recontact the 
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Figure 2.6 Second and third incident stress pulse at bit-
rock interface (after Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 
1971a, p. 318). 



rock prior to the arrival of the first incident wave. This is accom

plished by the applied thrust, which must have the magnitude equal to 

(Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1971a, p. 321) where Ft is the minimum 

thrust force, A is the area, f is the blow frequency (blows/sec), 

and t̂  signify the time span between the bit separation from the rock 

and the arrival of the first incident wave of the following blow, and 

is the incident stress. 

2.1.3 Bit Penetration 

Much research has been conducted into the mechanism of bit pene

tration in percussive drilling. The research to date has been forced 

to make some simplifications. The primary simplification is to assume 

that the bit is flat or at best a simple wedge. This is not precisely 

true since a true bit usually consists of two wedges at right angles 

to each other, but in examination of a two-dimensional representation 

this approximation appears adequate. Along with assuming a simple bit 

geometry, some researchers also assume static loading conditions. 

This is obviously not the case in percussive drilling; however, it is 

thought to be a good assumption with which to begin studying the 

dynamic process. The validity of this assumption will be considered 

later. It should be noted,that experimental research using a drop 

tester to propel a bit towards the rock (Hartmann, 1965) yields 

results that support findings based upon the above simplifications. 

dt (2.8) 
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2>1>4 Bit Penetration as Determined by Static Loading Studies 

Through the use of static loading of a wedge-shaped penetrator, 

Pariseau amd Fairhurst (1967) have developed a model of the stress 

distribution beneath the bit. When considering the case most similar 

to actual drill bits (a blunt wedge with a wedge angle of greater than 

60°) the stress state may be modeled as shown in Figure 2.7. In this 

model a "false nose" of crushed and compacted rock is formed directly 

beneath the bit. Adjacent to this zone is a zone of radial shear 

beyond which lies a constant state region. The constant state region 

is bounded by shear trajectories at an angle of ir/4 + <j>/2 radians from 

the principal stress axis (Pariseau and Fairhurst, 1967, p. 169). 

Dutta (1972) begins with this premise of shear trajectories to deter

mine the mechanism of crater formation. Dutta explains that as a 

rigid bit penetrates a brittle rock, fracturing takes place. The 

first phenomenon occurring is crushing directly beneath the bit. The 

crushed material is then compacted to some maximum density at which 

time the crushed zone acts as a rigid body that is part of the pene

trating bit. The entire bit load is then transmitted to the adjacent 

rock and the chipping phase is initiated. 

Dutta bases his development of the mechanisms of chip formation 

on Rankine's Active Earth Theory since the shear trajectories are 

similar In appearance to those of a Ranklne Active Zone beneath a 

footing. Dutta assumes that chips will form along straight lines at 

angle iji - 1/2(45° - 0f - 0/2), where 0£ is the angle of sliding 

friction of the compacted crushed rock on the solid rock and 0 is half 



Figure 2.7 Stress field beneath a statically loaded wedge-shaped penetrator 
(after Pariseau and Fairhurst, 1966, p. 169). 
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the wedge angle of the crushed rock wedge (see Figure 2.8). It can be 

seen from these figures that the chip extends well beyond the wedge 

boundary. Therefore, under no confinement the crater will be 

substantially larger than the length of wedge penetrating. Since the 

wedge is in the center of the bit, it is still to be determined if the 

chipping will extend beyond the bit edge. 

To this point, crater geometery has only been considered under 

conditions of zero confinement and static loading. In order to pre

dict the distance of possible cracking beyond the bit that can be 

expected, dynamic loading under confined conditions must be consider

ed. To accomplish this it will be examined how craters formed by 

dynamic loading differ from those due to static loading if no confine

ment is present. After this the effect of confinement will be con

sidered. 

2.1.5 Bit Penetration - Dynamic Loading and Confined Conditions 

One of the most often cited researchers concerned with crater 

geometry under dynamic loading conditions is Howard L. Hartman 

(1959). He examined the shape of craters formed when bits of various 

shapes impact a rock surface. He propelled the bit by the use of a 

drop tester. Hartman (1959, p. 69) states that the following sequence 

of events is present during crater formation with a die-shaped or 

blunt wedge-shaped bit during impact blows. 

1) Crushing of surface irregularities as bit first makes contact 
with rock. 

2) Elastic deformation of rock from continued application of 
load by bit. Subsurface cracks radiate out from lines of 
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<t> = angle of internal friction of rock 

R = force normal to crushed rock boundary 

T = component of R parallel to chip base 

N = component of R normal to chip base 

Figure 2.8 Forces on first chip as bit penetrates rock (after 
Dutta, 1972, p. 545). 
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stress concentration at boundaries of cutting edge; two major 
cracks propagating downward converge to outline v-shaped 
wedge. 

3) Crushing of central wedge of rock into fine fragments. 

A) Chipping out of large fragments along curved trajectory to 
surface adjacent to crushed zone. 

5) Crumbling away of crushed zone and displacement by bit as it 
continues to penetrate. Entire sequence may be repeated if 
blow energy is sufficient 

This sequence is illustrated in Figure 2.9 and can be seen to be 

quite similar to the mechanism proposed by Dutta; however, it does 

show that the chips formed do not necessarily detach from the rock as 

single units. Rather, each chip may be broken into a large number of 

smaller pieces. 

The effect of confinement on crater geometry was investigated by 

Maurer (1965) as well as by Gnirk and Cheatham (1965). Both of these 

studies involved examination of the variation of crater geometry as 

the confining pressure was varied from 0 to 5000 psi. Static loading 

was imposed in both studies. 

The most notable result of both of these studies was that confin

ing pressure can severely limit chip formation. The overburden pres

sure tends to hold the chip in place while fracturing takes place 

along the shear trajectories as before (Figure 2.10). This can be a 

very important factor in the geometry of cracking in the damaged zone 

surrounding a percussion drilled hole. Zf fracturing takes place 

along trajectories that extend beyond the bit edge, a cracked zone 

will likely form. Because of the confinement of overlying rock a chip 

most likely will not be removed in the form of overbreak. Rather, 
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Figure 2.9 Sequence of crater formation during dynamic loading 
of drill bit (after Hartman, 1959, p. 68). 
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Figure 2.10 Sequence of crater formation for a statically loaded 
wedge with surface confining pressure (after Maurer» 
1965, pp. 1434-1435). 
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cracking will occur along shear trajectories. If this is the case, 

petrographic microscope studies of sections along the lengths at the 

hole should bear this out. 

2.1.6 Validity of Static Loading Approximation 

In other testing, researchers have made comparisons between 

static and dynamic loading results (Tandanand and Hartman, 1963; Singh 

and Johnson, 1967; Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1971b). It is the concen

sus of these researchers that the geometry of cratering is similar for 

static and dynamic loading conditions; however, some differences do 

exist. For example, Singh and Johnson (1967, p. 368) indicate that 

under dynamic loading the depth of penetration is roughly three times 

greater than for static loading at equal energy Inputs. They also 

show sketches derived from analysis of these sections of samples load

ed both statically and dynamically (Figure 2.11). The thin sections 

indicate that both loading conditions cause the formation of extension 

fractures beneath the bit; dynamic loading causes a larger zone of 

intense fracturing and a less symmetric crater. Tandanand and Hartman 

(1963) state that the mode of failure under an impact load is indeed 

different than under static loadings. They point out that as stress 

waves due to impact progagate through a medium, shear planes are in

duced. These planes are similar to shear trajectories induced by 

static loading and may be mistakenly considered to be the same. In 
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STATIC LOADING CONDITIONS 

DYNAMIC LOADING CONDITIONS 

Figure 2.11 Sketches of photomicrographs through craters formed 
by static and dynamic loading of a wedge-shaped bit. 
Note that although craters of similar shape are 
formed, more damage is induced to rock surrounding 
dynamically formed crater (after Singh and Johnson, 
1967, p.368). 



the dynamic case, the shear planes are due to Von Schmidt headwaves* 

(Figure 2.12) which tend to bring about shallow craterlng of the rock 

due to shear. Also, the rock is crushed under impact due to compres

sion. Since failure under dynamic loading conditions is significantly 

different than under static loading, Tandanand and Hartman studied the 

stress distribution beneath an Impacting chisel through the use of 

photoelastic techniques and high-speed photography. This testing was 

performed in hopes of gaining deeper understanding into the mechanism 

of dynamic failure. 

What Tandanand and Hartman (1963, p. 1 )found was that prior to 

fracture initiation the stress distribution beneath a wedge-shaped 

impactor has a circular shape. Upon fracture (usually vertical) ini

tiation the stress field converts to a "split-circle" field. As the 

fracture propagates, it is seen that the stress field under the chisel 

has stresses from the crack tip superimposed upon it. When the frac

ture propagates far enough, stresses are relieved and become unsym-

metric due to now eccentric loading conditions. The actual sequence 

of failure they noted was as follows: 

1. Singh and Hartman propose that Von Schmidt headwaves may 
be caused by the passing of the compressional wave along the 
surface. A compressive stress is generated along side AD and BC of 
Figure 2.12b from the compression of the wave Itself. There is also 
an upward force along CD due to rock reaction. Since AB is a free 
surface no force is present here. This stress system induces shear 
stresses along DB. Lastly, the lower portion of the element (BCD) is 
held in equilibrium by confinement, while the upper portion (ABD) is 
ejected as a chip (Singh and Hartman, 1961, p. 225). 
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Figure 2.12 Sketch of stress wave arrangement hypothesized 
by Singh and Hartman (1961, p. 225) to be 
responsible for the formation of "Von Schmidt 
Headwaves" during impact loading. 
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1) A zone of plastic deformation Is produced adjacent to the 
bit, affecting a very small area. This zone Is made up of 
material that slips and glides along shear trajectories. 

2) A major vertical crack develops elastlcally as a primary 
fracture. 

3) Bit advance causes very high stress levels resulting In much 
minor cracking along shear trajectories. Chips are thus 
produced. 

4) Residual impulsive force which forms along contact surface of 
bit and rock is redistributed and modified by friction, caus
ing radial fractures to propagate. 

The authors note that the process is more similar to the fracture 

mechanism under static loading (see Pariseau and Fairhurst, 1967) than 

that due to short duration dynamic fracturing, such as that due to 

explosives. Therefore, the static analyses may be thought of as rea

sonable approximations of the dynamic failure occurring during dril

ling. The density of fracturing is greater, however, under dynamic 

loading conditions. This Implies that in modeling bit penetration for 

rock damage studies, dynamically applied loads should be considered. 

2.2 Diamond Drilling 

2.2.1 General Characteristics 

A typical diamond drill consists of an engine which, through 

gearing, rotates a drill rod held in a chuck. The bit and core barrel 

assembly are attached to the drill rod and therefore also rotate. 

Usual rotation rates for diamond drills are 750-1500 r.p.m. with some 

drills operating as fast as 2000-3000 r.p.m. (Blake, 1951, p.17). 
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Also, while che bit is rotated, it is forced against the rock by a 

hydraulic system or other suitable method. 

Bits can be either of two types, surface set bits, made up of 

individual diamonds set into a matrix with diamonds being located at 

the surface of the matrix, and impregnated bits, which are made up of 

small chips of diamonds, disseminated throughout the matrix. Both 

types of bits can be used for hard homogeneous rock; it is recommended 

to use small stones and a hard matrix when using surface set bits on 

hard formations (McGregor, 1967). 

2.2.2 Cutting Action of a Single Sliding Diamond 

Diamond bits cut by a mechanism involving both crushing and 

ploughing (Paone and Bruce, 1963; Paone and Madison, 1966; McGregor, 

1967; and Clark, 1979). In this mechanism the axial force on the bit 

is responsible for the crushing, while the rotation causes the 

ploughing action to occur (Fig. 2.13). Rock resistance to these two 

types of action takes the form of compressive strength and frictional 

forces. This mechanism is complex and to begin obtaining an under

standing of it a number of researchers have studied the cutting action 

of a single diamond. 

Dalladay and Twyman (1922) attempted to determine the stress 

distribution beneath a diamond sliding on glass. Their findings point 

out that there is a region of violent horizontal tension immediately 

below the diamond cut and less than 1/10 mm in depth. Beyond this, 

the tensile region quickly becomes a compressive region. All stress 

tends to diminish below a depth of 2-3 mm. 
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Figure 2.13 Relationship of drill bit forces to the cutting 
mechanism of a single sliding diamond. 
Tangential force is caused by torque induced 
by bit rotation and normal force is direct 
result of down pressure placed on bit by drill. 
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Bowden and Tabor (1954) report that in some cases the frictional 

properties of crystalline materials closely approximate those of 

metals; however, they do not consider the mechanism of friction to be 

the same in the two cases. The friction of metals arises from the 

welding of asperities as heat is built up by the pressure forces. For 

crystalline solids, sliding is accompanied by a large amount of frag

mentation and surface damage due to the brittle nature of the solid. 

There is, however, a marked adhesion between surfaces which gives rise 

to coefficients of friction similar to those of metals. Bowden and 

Tabor report that photomicrographs taken by M.J.E. Young indicate that 

when a titanium carbide slider is passed over a glass surface, inter

mittent cracking extending well beyond the track edges is observed. 

In this situation both adhesion and friction are small, which would be 

the case if the slider were a diamond, because it too has been shown 

by Bowden and Tabor (1954) to exhibit these frictional properties. 

Lawn (1967) presents a mathematical derivation for the stress 

field and crack geometry beneath a sliding indentor. His calculations 

are based upon a Hertzian state of stress existing beneath the 

indentor. Lawn indicates that the cracking beneath a sliding spheri

cal indentor is of the form of "partial cone cracks" with orientation 

dependent upon the orientation of favorable cleavage as well as tra

jectories defined by the two minor principal stresses. The sliding 

motion tends to concentrate tensile stresses concentrated towards the 

tail of the lndenter on the circle of contact. As the coefficient of 

friction increases, the tensile stress contours tend to crowd towards 



the tail edge. The contours also tend to extend deeper with increas

ing friction (see Figure 2.14). Because of the fact that the 02 - Oj 

trajectories become less curved with increasing friction (as shown in 

Figure 2.14), Lawn states that crack traces also become less curved. 

In addition, Lawn proposes that for this reason the crack may not 

completely encircle the contact area. Another reason that crack prop

agation is not likely in front of the sliding indenter is that for 

increasing friction coefficients the tensile stresses in front of the 

indenter are small, and not high enough to induce cracking. 

Experimental support for Lawn's proposals is strong (Lawn, 1967), 

provided a homogeneous material is being Indented. If a crystalline 

material is being indented, Lawn states that "easy" cleavage direction 

with respect to the stress field must be considered. This requires 

that the direction of sliding with respect to cleavage planes be con

sidered. Lawn did not attempt this, but he did study the results of 

sliding an indenter over an octrahedron surface of a natural 

diamond. He found that the result was a "chatter" track with cracks 

occurring preferentially on cleavage planes extending away from the 

compressive zone under the slider. 

Evidence of chatter cracks was also found by Graham (1972) as he 

studied the damage induced by a single sliding diamond on a brittle 

material. He states that these cracks tend to form under a set of 

fairly specific conditions. Graham Indicates that the production of 

chatter cracks is a "statistical process" with the threshold load 

being non-trivial to predict. He reports experimental results during 
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Figure 2.14 Sketch indicating change of tensile stress distribu
tion beneath sliding spherical indenter with increas
ing friction. Dashed lines indicate intermediate 
principal stress trajectory in plan view and minimum 
principal stress trajectory in cross section (after 
Lawn, 1967, p. 309). 
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"light-load" tests where many tracks have only one or two chatter 

cracks and others have long stretches with many closely spaced cracks 

and equally long stretches that are void of cracks. Graham found 

widespread evidence that the least amount of cracking occurred on dry 

surfaces. 

An important feature of this cracking is that very little inter

section of cracks is observed (Graham, 1972, p. 196). It is for this 

reason that Graham states that this type of cracking is not very 

damaging. 

2.2.3 Calculation of Forces Generated During Diamond Drilling 

Prior to using the theory of the cutting action of a single dia

mond to calculate the forces exerted on the rock by a dimaond drill 

bit, the forces exerted on a single diamond during cutting must be 

examined. Appl and Rowley (1968) have derived expressions for the 

normal and tangential components of the diamond cutting force based 

upon the Coulomb failure criteria. Beginning with the techniques 

developed by Chatham, Appl and Rowley determined a probable "slip-line 

field for a two-dimensional round punch moving tangentially on the 

surface of a semi-infinite body" (Appl and Rowley, 1968, p. 271). 

From this the following expressions were developed for the forces 

generated by a cutting diamond: 

P1 - P1N + P1S P2 " P2N + P2S (2.9) 

where - normal force 

?2 " shear force 
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PlN - component of the normal force due to 
to normal stress distribution 

P1S - component of the normal force due to 
shear stress distribution 

P2N " comPonent of the shear force due to 
normal stress distribution 

1?2S = component of the shear force due to 
shear stress distribution 

In expanding this theory to the cutting action of an entire bit, 

Rowley and Appl (1969, p. 302) point out that the force on each 

diamond of a surface set bit contributes to the weight on the bit 

while the shear force P2 contributes to the bit torque. When these 

forces per diamond are summed over the bit's working surface, the 

following expressions are derived: 

"IN 

2̂  r 7rB TTazCTn A,e' p _9R> 
[1-e ($sin2X + cos 2X) ] + A2(cos2X-l) 
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where 

y = coefficient of friction between diamond cutting surface 
and rock 

a = radius of diamond (in.) 

&q= in situ compressive strength of rock 

/s f sina 1 
0 0" °»+  2 o< l i r^kl  < 2 J  

0̂ = unconfined compressive strength of the rock 

ac= confining pressure at cutting environment 

a = effective angle of internal friction of the rock 

3 = tana 

0,<f> = spherical coordinates (radians or degrees) 

X = value of 0 corresponding to depth of cut 

Â  = (1 + sina) / 2 sin a 

A2 = (1 - sina)/2sina 

A = angle of chip sliding direction on diamond cutting surface 
and rock 



TT/2 

= Jsincf) sin A d<f> (2.15) 

TT/2 
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n / 2  

J4 ~ j <J>cosAd<j> (2.18) 

0 

TT/2 

"*2 
= fll>sln<j> slnAdcj) (2.16) J5 = J cos<|) cosAd<() (2.19) 

TT/2 TT/2 

J 2 = J c°sAd<() (2.17) J £ ~ J 4>cos<j) cos Ad(j) (2.20) 

R 

W = 2ir y rC(r)n(r)P.jdr 

R1 

(2.21) 

R 

and T = JL / ( r S(r)n(r) \ 
6 ./ \ cosV ' 

P2dr 
( 2 . 2 2 )  

W » bit weight 

T • bit torque 

C(r) - fraction of surface at radius r covered by diamond set 
pads (see Figure 2.15) 

n(r) - diamond set density on pads at radius 

Rj - radius of core 

R - radius of hole 

v - absolute value of the angle of the bit profile at radius 
r (see Figure 2.15) 

(Rowley and Appl, 1969) 

These equations require that a large number of difficult or 

impossible to determine parameters be known, for example, the depth of 
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cut of all the diamonds and the angle of chip sliding. Also, even If 

all of these parameters are known for each diamond on a bit, a large 

capacity computer would be necessary to calculate the bit forces 

accurately. It Is for this reason that a simpler model must be 

found. 

One simpler approach to evaluating the cutting action of a 

diamond drill bit was evaluated by J.L. Peterson (1976). Peterson 

modeled a diamond bit as a series of blades arranged on a circular 

helix. With this arrangement as a basis, expressions relating stone 

density and size to penetration rate were developed, based on geometry 

of the system. No expressions for forces exerted on the rock during 

drilling were put forward. 

Other simplifications are made by assuming an overall friction 

coefficient between the bit and rock. Clark (1979) and Paone and 

Bruce (1963) have published Identical expressions for the forces on a 

diamond drill bit during cutting: 

applied torque = T • Ftr (2.23) 

resistance to bit rotation • R = pFv (2.24) 

with Ft - tangential bit force 

V D2 r - mean bit radius - — 
4 

Dj « core diameter 

D£ " bit diameter 

Fy - normal force on bit 

li » coefficient of friction between bit and rock 

assumed equal to 0.4 
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From these expressions, Clark (1979, p. 72) developed equations 

for work performed at the bit face per revolution as follows: 

WX - 2TI(T - Rr) - 2U(FT - YFy)r (2.25) 

W2 - Fv« (2.26) 

where • work due to tangential forces 

• work due to normal forces 

6 • advance per revolution 

and other terms as previously defined. 

Also, when assuming that the effective drilling strength of the rock 

can be approximated by the compressive strength (S), another expres

sion for the total work per revolution can be used. This expression 

Is 

WR-(SA)6 (2.27) 

where WR • total work per revolution • Wj + W2 

TT 2 ? 
A - cross-sectional area of bit - —(D£ - ) 

When It Is recalled that torque has been defined as 

T - Ftr (2.28) 

an expression for the tangential force on a surface set drill bit Is 

6(SA - F ) 
Ft " 2ir V + (°'4>Fv ' (2.29) 
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This expression will prove to be very useful in the determination of 

forces for computer modelling of the diamond drilling process (Chapter 

A). 



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL ROCK DAMAGE EVALUATION 

3.1 Rock Types 

The rock types chosen for study were selected to correspond to 

those rock formations currently being considered for nuclear waste 

emplacement. The rock types most often referred to as candidate host 

rocks are salt, flood basalt, welded tuff, zeolite tuff and granite 

and other crystalline rocks (Subgroup for Alternative Technology 

Strategies (SATS), 1978; DOE, 1982). The advantages of selecting 

crystalline rocks are that they lack bedding, posses very high 

strength, and have low primary permeability (through the rock fabric); 

also, the possibility of high thermal stability properties existing is 

very good, large volumes of continuous homogenous rock are present, 

granite has high sorptive properties, and ionic strength of water in 

this type of formation is low, which therefore limits the amount of 

corrosion likely to occur (Union Carbide, 1978; SATS, 1978). The 

major disadvantage of this rock type is that high secondary permeabil

ity may exist due to fracturing of rock mass (Union Carbide, 1978). 

The other rock types have their own sets of advantages and disadvan

tages. These factors did not come into consideration when selecting 

rock types to study in this project. Selection was based, rather, on 

the availability and accessibility of the various rocks within the 
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above listing. Using this criterion, the rocks chosen for testing 

were the Leatherwood Quartz Diorite and the Catalina Granite, both 

granitic in composition. For this reason, the advantages and disad

vantages of granite have been detailed above. 

The Leatherwood Quartz diorite was described by Hanson (1966) as 

consisting of 42% plagioclase, 22% quartz, 12% biotite, 10% epidote, 

5% microcline and 1% hornblende. It is fine to medium grained 

granitic rock and tends to fracture in blocks. The samples for this 

study were collected in the Oracle Ridge Mine in the Santa Catalina 

Mountains, Arizona (see map, Figure 3.1). Similarly, the Catalina 

Granite is a fine grained granite; however, some coarsely textured 

zones do occur. Hoelle (1976) describes the mineralogy of the 

Catalina Granite as follows: 36% potassium feldspar, 30% plagioclase, 

24% quartz and 10% biotite. This rock seems to be less fractured than 

the Leatherwood (at least locally at the field drilling sites) and to 

possess a greater primary permeability. The samples of Catalina 

Granite tested have been collected from the mouth of Cargodera Canyon 

in the foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains (Figure 3.1). Other 

physical properties of these two rock types are listed in Table 3.1. 

3.2 Sampling Techniques 

3.2.1 Laboratory Drilling 

The drilling of samples in the Rock Mechanics Laboratory of the 

University of Arizona was performed to aid in developing testing tech

niques, and to indicate an approximate magnitude of rock damage to be 
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Figure 3.1 Sample collection sites with respect to Tucson, 
Arizona. 



Table 3.1 Physical Properties of Rocks Tested 

Density: 

Unconfined Compressive 
Strength (Co): 

Angle of Internal 
Friction (<}>) : 

Static Young's 
Modulus (E): 

Poisson's Ratio (v): 

Leatherwood 
Quartz Diorite 

2.76 gm/cc 
(172 lb/ft3) 

12.700 psi 

65° 

7.9 x 106 psi 

0.34 

Fine Grained 
Catalina Granite 

2.65 gm/cc 
(165 lb/ft ) 

13,300 psi 

62° 

17.1 x 106 psi 

0.29 

Coarse Grained 
Catalina Granite 

2.69 gm/cc 
(168 lb/ft3) 

12,100 psi 

56° 

14.5 x 106 psi 

0 .28  
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expected. The drills used were a Milwaukee Electric Hammer model 5351 

(a percussion drill (Fig. 3.2)) and a drill press equipped with a 2 

h.p. 3500 rpm Centuary electric, motor and fitted with a diamond drill 

bit (Figure 3.3). These two drills were used to bore a 1/2-inch hole 

in blocks of rock collected from the mine dump at Oracle Ridge Mine 

and nearby to he Cargodera Canyon drill site. Following the drilling 

of the 1/2-inch holes, overcoring took place using the Centuary drill 

and a 2-inch concrete coring bit. 

3.2.2 Field drilling 

A sequence of drilling similar to that followed in the laboratory 

was used in the field. The modifications are a result of difficulties 

in holding the overcoring bit concentric with the small hole. Various 

methods were attempted before a suitable guide system was devised. 

The method finally adopted is as follows: 

1) Begin drilling with a 6 1/2-inch diamond coring bit to a 
depth of about 2 ft. 

2) Insert a percussion drill into the hole with the bit and rod 
held concentric by circular plates of diameter matching the 
hole (Fig. 3.A). 

3) Drill the 1 1/2 inch percussion hole to a depth of two feet. 

A) Overcore the percussion hole to a depth of about A inches 
below its bottom (this exposes a fresh rock surface for the 
start of the next small hole). 

5) Repeat procedure for another percussion hole. 

6) Attach a circular guide to a 1 1/2 inch core barrel and drill 
to a depth of two feet below hole base. 

7) Overcore as with percussion hole. 



Figure 3.2 Milwaukee Electric Hammer used for the drilling of 
h inch percussion holes in laboratory. 
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Figure 3.3 Drill press fitted with h inch concrete coring bit used 
for drilling diamond holes in laboratory. 
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Figure 3.4 Guide system used in field drilling operations. 



8) Entire sequence of two percussion rounds, one diamond round, 
is repeated until a total depth of twelve feet is reached 
(maximum length of percussion rod in use). 

9) From depth of 12-20 feet, two foot long diamond rounds are 
taken in sequence. 

This system lends itself quite well to limiting deviations of the 

center hole. It also randomizes variations in rock properties since 

percussion and diamond holes are alternated. 

The drills used for this project were a Joy 12B diamond coring 

drill (Fig. 3.5), equipped with an air motor for underground use and a 

Gardner-Denver 83 jackleg percussion drill (Fig. 3.6). Both these 

drills are smaller than drills that would be expected to be used to to 

drill holes for waste disposal, and the depths drilled were also far 

less than would be expected. The cutting mechanism will be the same, 

however, so any predictions developed for the magnitude of induced 

damage should be extendable to larger drills and deeper holes. 

3.3 Testing Techniques 

The evaluation of the degree of damage induced by drilling was 

based upon a direct flow test and three indirect tests. The direct 

test involved the use of a falling head radial permeameter (Figure 

3.7). The details of this test will be discussed in section 3.3.1; 

let it suffice here to state that the results from this test (see 

Section 5.1) indicated that indirect tests would better detect changes 

in damage zone characteristics. 

The indirect tests adopted were the use of fluorescent penetrat

ing dyes, the ring tension test and a petrographlc microscopic 
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Figure 3.5 Diamond drilling underground at Oracle Ridge Mine site. 



Figure 3.6 Percussion drilling underground at Oracle Ridge Mine 
site. 
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Figure 3.7 Cutaway sketch of falling head radial permeameter. 
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study. Each of these tests was designed to illustrate a different 

aspect of rock damage. The testing with fluorescent dyes shows to 

what distance beyond the borehole wall the damaged zone extends, while 

the ring tension test indicates to what extent the damaged zone alters 

the physical properties of the rock. The petrographic microscope 

gives visual evidence as to the geometry of cracking and the degree of 

crack interconnection across grain boundaries. A summary of the vari

ous testing techniques follows. 

3.3.1 Direct Tests 

The purpose of permeameter test was to determine if changes in 

the damaged zone characteristics would alter flow patterns radially 

away from the borehole.depending on the sample size. The radial flow 

tests were performed exclusively on the two-inch diameter cores. The 

reasoning behind the selection of this test was that the damage zone 

might be a relatively free flowing medium. It therefore can then be 

neglected as part of the rock material through which divergently flow 

water must pass. If damage zones are of dramatically different thick

nesses, the effective path will be significantly shorter and a higher 

permeability will be indicated. Samples were tested under a pressure 

of approximately ten feet of water head. Flow rate measurements were 

taken as water level drop in stand pipe over a known time period. 

3.3.2 Fluorescent Penetrating Dyes 

The principle behind the use of fluorescent dyes is that the dye 

will enter cracks in the rock and highlight them under ultraviolet 
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illumination. This technique was first developed to detect flaws in 

fabricated metals but was eventually extended to ceramics. Gardner 

and Pincus (1968) show that the method is readily applied to the de

lineation of fractures on sawed and polished rock surfaces. Gardner 

and Pincus loaded rock specimens (thin slices) by attaching them with 

epoxy near the end of an aluminum bar. The bar was then loaded as a 

cantilever at the opposite end with incremented loads. After imposing 

each load increment, the induced strains were calculated from elastic 

theory assuming 100 percent strain transmission through the epoxy. 

These strains were confirmed by measurements made with strain gauges 

mounted on the reverse side of the bar beneath the rock slices. The 

rock specimens were treated with penetrant before and after loading to 

trace the propagation of extension cracks (Gardner and Pincus, 1968, 

p. 156-157). They found that the fluorescent dyes can delineate 

cracks down to 0.05 mm wide in porphyritic granite (Gardner and 

Pincus, 1968, p. 155). 

Another study that made successful use of fluorescent penetrating 

dyes was performed by Thill and D'Andrea (1976). The purpose of this 

study was to determine if blasting of the rock in a porphyry-copper-

molybdenum deposit will cause a sufficient amount of fragmentation to 

allow in-situ leaching. This study was primarily based upon an acous

tic logging program; however, Thill and D'Andrea checked some of their 

results with the use of fluorescent dyes. The dyes were useful here 

to highlight fractures, pores and altered zones. 



The method of testing with fluorescent dyes is rather easy once 

the penetration time and amount of developer necessary for a given 

rock type has been experimentally determined. The testing sequence is 

as follows: 

1) Cut core into disks by use of a diamond rock saw. 

2) Spray penetrant onto surface of rock disk. 

3) Let stand for the experimentally determined penetration 
time.* 

4) Remove all excess penetrant from the surface with "cleaner-
remover" compound. 

5) Spray a thin film of "developer" (that amount necessary to 
bring penetrant to surface without completely masking the 
surface) onto the disk to bring penetrant trapped in cracks 
to the rock surface, thus highlighting the cracks. 

6) Photograph the prepared rock sample. 

All of the above steps are to be performed under ultraviolet 

illumination except cutting the rock and spraying on the 

"developer". Experience has shown that the developer can best be seen 

under red light. 

This test allows for direct viewing of the damage zone thickness 

which can easily be scaled from the photograph. The damage zone 

appears as a bright band surrounding the hole (Figure 3.8) as it is a 

1. The experimentally determined penetration time is that 
time which will allow maximum penetration of cracks without beginning 
to saturate rock pores. It is usually on the order of 1-2 minutes for 
granite. 



Figure 3.8 Sample of coarse grained Catalina Granite treated with 
fluorescent dye. Note how the dye highlights the 
damaged zone surrounding the hole by a bright band. 
This 6 inch diamter sample contains a 1% inch diameter 
percussion drilled hole. 



zone of very closely spaced fractures. Figure 3.9 shows the labora

tory set-up for this procedure. 

3.3.3. Ring Tension Test 

Two very similar and easy to perform tensile strength tests for 

rock are the ring tension test and the Brazilian test. Both of these 

tests are performed by diametrically loading rock disks with length to 

diameter ratios between 0.13 to 0.25 (Figure 3.10). Difficulties do 

exist with these tests; in fact, it is thought by some researchers 

(Hobbs, 1965; Hudson, Brown and Rummel, 1972) that the Brazilian test 

in particular does not induce tensile fracture. Rather, they postu

late that failure begins in the region of high compressive stress 

concentration directly beneath the loading platens. 

Evidence for compressive failure includes the fact that upon 

examination of a failed Brazilian disk, a wedge-shaped cracking pat

tern forms directly beneath the platens (Fig. 3.11). It Is hypothe

sized that failure begins in shear within the contact zone and pro

gresses through the sample by a wedging action. Additional evidence 

was put forth by Hudson et al. (1972) as they used a closed loop 

servo-controlled loading device to determine categorically that 

failure of a Brazilin disk initiates at the sample's outer edge. 

Upon consideration of the fact that the loading conditions in the 

ring test are identical to those of the Brazilian test, it seems 

likely that failure may initiate at the outer edge during the ring 

test, also. However, little evidence can be found to support this 

possibility. For example, the wedge-shaped cracks so common in the 
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Figure 3.9 Set-up for performing fluorescent dye test. 
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Figure 3.10 Testing machine used in performing ring test and 
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Figure 3.11 Six-inch solid disk of fine grained Catalina Granite 
failed during the Brazilian test. Note wedge-shaped 
crack at top of sample. 



Brazilian samples are nearly absent during the ring test (Figure 

3*12). Also, Hobbs (1965, p. 263) reports the work of Holdsworth and 

Warblow who made use of a micro-second counter to determine the direc

tion of failure propagation in ring samples. Their experiments were 

performed by drawing two parallel graphite lines on a sample and con

necting the counter's leads to each one. When the line nearest the 

center would break, the counter would start and it would stop upon 

breaking of the outer line. It was found that the crack propagation 

was from the center outward systematically. A final argument in sup

port of tensile failure in the ring test was proposed by Hobbs (1965, 

p. 263). He claims St. Venant's principal which implies that under 

identical loading conditions, the state of stress within a ring will 

be identical to that in a solid disk everywhere except very near the 

hole. This being the case, the compressive stresses in the contact 

zone are the same in the ring and solid disk at any given load. If it 

is assumed that Brazilian samples fail in shear rather than in 

tension, the shear strength of the rock in question must have been 

reached in the contact zone upon failure. Therefore, if it can be 

shown that the rings systematically fail at a lower load, it can be 

assumed that the shear strength of the rock was not reached prior to 

failure. Failure must, therefore, begin at the point of maximum ten

sile stress (at the point of intersection between the loaded diameter 

and the hole edge). Hobbs (1965) found this consistently to be the 

case in his testing. 



Figure 3.12 Six inch disk of fine grained Catalina Granite with 
a field drilled diamond hole failed by ring test. 
Note the absence of wedging at top of sample. 
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The fact that it is very likely that ring test failure begins at 

the hole edge is the reason for the adoption of this test for the rock 

damage studies. To be assured this test is useful, however, it must 

be guaranteed that failure is in tension (within the damaged zone). 

To do this, Hobbs method of comparing Brazilian failure loads to ring 

failure loads is adopted for each diameter of disk and each rock 

type. The criterion used was if the Brazilian samples fail at a sta

tistically higher load per unit thickness of the disk, it was assumed 

that the test is valid since shear failure was not occurring in the 

rings. Testing therefore takes the form of failing a number of 

Brazilian disks and disks which contain either percussion or diamond 

drilled holes. Because it can be shown that tensile failure is occur

ring in the rings, the tensile strengths of the samples with percus

sion drilled holes have been compared to the tensile strengths of 

samples with diamond drilled holes. A lower tensile strength is used 

as an indicator of a greater amount of rock damage existing. 

Prior to comparing tensile strengths, a method of calculating 

tensile stress must be found. Various methods of doing this are 

available, some based on Fourier expansion of Felon's stress function 

(Hobbs, 1965) and others based on the assumption that stresses near 

the hole in the ring test can be modelled as a hole in an infinite 

plate subjected to a biaxial stress field. ftiese two methods yield 

expressions that can be reduced to identical equations. Two of the 

available formulas were used in this study to calculate tensile 

strengths. For samples with 1/2 inch diameter holes, the formula 



(Eq. 3.1) based upon Felon's stress function was used. This formula, 

however, was not used for samples with 1 1/2 inch diameter holes since 

it did not take into account center hole eccentricity. Rather, Hobbs' 

(1965) formula (Eq.4), that is based upon the stress distribution 

around a hole in a biaxially loaded plate, was used. Equation 3.2 

takes center hole eccentricity directly into account. The formulas 

are as follows: 

P !L_2 2W_( 4(1 - q2)d - q4) 
H «t , _ q2 «t <(1 _ q4}2 _ (1 _ q2)2 

PH = -"̂ t (2+i%T + ̂  (3.2) 

In the above equations, - tensile stress, W = applied load, a = 

hole radius, t - disk thickness, q = ratio of disk radius to hole 

radius, and e - distance from hole center to disk center. Equation 

3.2 holds for loading along the line connecting the centers, and gives 

higher tensile strength values than does the use of the Fourier 

expansion of Filon's stress function. Only relative tensile strength 

values were being sought, however, and the absolute tensile strength 

was immaterial to this study. Therefore, a consistent method of 

measuring the tensile strengths of similar samples is all that is 

needed to compare the Intensity of damage induced by percussion versus 

diamond drilling. 



3.3.4 Petrographic Microscope 

The purpose of the petrographic microscope studies was to obtain 

Information with regards to the geometry of cracking in the borehole 

wall. Thin sections of rock were ground in oil to reduce the induc

tion of further cracking during grinding. The sections of rock were 

taken at various loctlons along a borehole: at the bottom of the 

hole, along the hole wall parallel to the axis, and perpendicular to 

the hole axis. The slides were then observed with a petrogaphic 

microscope and photographed. Care was taken to select locations for 

photographs as unbiasedly as possible, with more than one photograph 

taken of each slide at varying locations. 



CHAPTER 4 

FINITE ELEMENT STUDY 

A.l General Background 

The finite element technique, a "digital computer method for 

stress analysis and other tensor field problems of large size" 

(Goodman, 1976, p. 300), has been used with the purpose of determining 

the stress distribution during drilling beneath the bit and in the 

hole wall. A similar use of the method was made by Wang (1975) who 

simulated the mechanism by which a percussion drill bit penetrates 

rock. He utilized two-dimensional plane-strain elements, and con

sidered non-linear material properties, geometric non-linearity, and 

fracture propagation. An iteration method of incremental displace

ments was used to simulate continuous penetration. Rock failure was 

governed by the following criteria (Wang and Lehnhoff, 1976, p. 11): 

1) Maximum intact rock strength can be approximated by a linear 
Mohr envelope (Figure 4.1). 

2) After tensile failure, the rock loses its cohesion on new 
surface and retains strength parallel to fracture surface. 

3) Following compressive failure, rock strength and stiffness 
decrease gradually with displacements until a minimum value 
equal to the residual strength is reached. 

Wang found that when modelling the penetration sequence of blunt, 

wedge-shaped and cylindrical bits, the cracking predicted is a close 

approximation of that found by experiment. For example, beneath the 

wedge-shaped penetrator modelled, Wang found a zone of compressive 
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Figure 4.1 Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion showing linear relation
ship between shear and normal stress. 

T = shear stress; o = normal stress 

â  = major principal stress at failure 

<̂ 2 = minor principal stress at failure 

c = cohesion 

<p = angle of internal friction of sample 

3 = angle from failure plane to major 
principal stress 
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failure directly beneath the bit with one tension crack first propa

gating vertically and then others extending radially along a path 

Bimilar to a shear trajectory. Compare Figure 4.2 with the sketches 

of the sections through craters shown in Section 2.1.6 of this report. 

In the finite element modelling performed here to predict the 

amount of cracking, if any, that can be expected around a borehole, 

some changes from Wang's work have been made. First, the program used 

(namely, Structural Analysis Program, SAP IV; Bathe, Wilson and 

Peterson, 1974) has the capability of manipulating dynamic loads. 

Therefore, in the modelling of percussion drilling dynamic loading 

conditions can be imposed (this will be further explained in a later 

section). Also, axisymmetric elements, which much better represent 

the geometry of a borehole, were utilized. This type of element was 

likely first used by Clough and Rashid (1965) as they sought to 

develop a method of adapting a plane stress problem to the situation 

concerning an axisymmetric elastic solid (a special class of three-

dimensional problem). Since an axisymmetric element is a ring sym

metric about the vertical z-axis, displacements will only be developed 

in the radial and vertical directions; tangential displacements will 

not occur. This fact along with the fact that stresses do not vary 

tangentially allows this problem to be considered as two-dimensional 

(Clough and Rashid, 1965, p. 73). 

The last major difference between this study and that performed 

by Wang (1975) was the choice of failure criteria to be Imposed on the 

rock. In Wang's program the effect of gradually decreasing rock 
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Figure 4.2 Approximate failure zones beneath a wedge-
shaped bit according to Wang's model (after 
Wang, 1975, p. 59). 
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strength with displacement and the fact that elements containing an 

open tensile fracture are best modelled by an anisotropic element were 

both incorporated. When determining, in this project, to what dis

tance away from the hole cracking is likely to be induced, no such 

complex failure criteria was attempted - rather, the simple condition 

that when the stress state in the rock either exceeds the tensile 

strength of the rock or the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria, failure is 

induced and that element will be considered damaged. This method is 

only a first-order approximation and must be considered as such. The 

particulars of the failure criteria used will be discussed in Section 

4.4. 

4.2 Modelling Procedure 

The purpose of this finite element study was to arrive at a 

method of predicting the amount of damage induced in a borehole wall 

during drilling. The procedure used to accomplish this goal was two

fold. First, a finite element mesh of rather simple geometry and 

large scale (Figure 4.3) was incorporated to verify the method by 

which data is input to the program. This mesh also served to yield 

information of the overall stress field when static or dynamic surface 

loads are placed on the symmetry axis of a solid cylinder. 

Following the completion of the preliminary analysis, a new mesh 

was adopted which approximated the geometry of a borehole better 

(Figure 4.4). This mesh has a large number of elements on a rela

tively small scale (552 elements, with those nearest the hole being 



Figure 4.3 Simplified representation of finite element mesh 
used in program verification. Actual mesh was made 
up of 486 axisymmetric elements and represented 
an area of 80 inches by 110 inches with the smallest 
elements being one inch on a side. 



Figure 4.4 Simplified representation of mesh used in finite 
element model. Actual mesh was made up of 552 
axisymmetrlc elements and represents an area 
5 1/2 inches by 7 inches. 
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0.05 inches across). Because stresses are calculated at the midpoints 

of these elements, this mesh allows evaluation of the stress field as 

close as 0.025 inches from the hole wall. The small scale was deemed 

necessary when preliminary measurements of damage zone widths indi

cated that damage extends less than 0.10 inches into the wall rock. 

To incorporate the effects of confinement on the system (a necessary 

addition considering the effect confinement has on chip formation (see 

Section 2.1.5)) a uniform distributed load is placed on the top sur

face of the mesh. In the current study the confining force was made 

equal to that caused by twenty feet of rock, the approximate depth 

from which samples were taken. 

The simulation of percussion drilling was attempted by applying a 

time varying load distributed along the hole base (Figure 4.5). Since 

this load covers the entire hole bottom, in actuality a flat cylindri

cal bit much like Wang's (1975) blunt bit was modelled. To determine 

the magnitude of the compressive force pulse to be imposed on the 

rock, the magnitude of the idealized stress waveform produced by an 

Atlas-Copco Puma drill (Figure 4.6)(Hustrulid and Fairhurst, 1972, 

p. 447) was first converted to a force pulse for all/2 inch bit. 

This force was then divided by 2ir radians and distributed proportion

ally over the loaded elements. 

A static loading condition was used to represent the diamond 

drilling process. A vertical load equal to the down force exerted by 

the Joy 12B drill (approximately 2900 lbs) divided by 2TT radians was 

uniformly distributed over the seven elements near the outside edge of 
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Figure 4.5 Imposed loading for percussion drilling 
model .• Time varying force pulse (of form 
sketched above) is imposed upon each 
nodal point indicated. 
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Figure 4.6 Force pulse measured by Hustrulid and Fairhurst (1972, p. 447) 
for an Atlas-Copco Puma Rock Drill (solid curve) and an 
idealized form of that pulse (dashed) which was used as input 
to finite element model. 



the hole bottom. The seven elements represent a distance of 0.35 

inches which is the kerf (the annular distance around a diamond coring 

bit where diamonds are located) of the bit used in the field 

drilling. To simulate the torque exerted on the rock the tangential 

force calculated by Equation (2.29) as follows: 1) It was assumed 

that a Joy 12B drill was being operated at 3/4 throttle in 3rd gear. 

2) This implies that an approximate revolution speed of 670 rpm was 

achieved. 3) A down force of 2940 lbs was assumed to have been placed 

on the bit. 3) An advance rate of 2 inches per minute was assumed in 

rock with 12,000 psi compressive strength. 4) The tangential force on 

a 1 1/2 inch diameter bit with a 3/8 inch kerf was calculated as: 

p _ 2 in/min (12,000 psi x 1.16 in2 - 2940 lbs) , „ l/nntn nt__x 
Ft " 670"T?5 2it(0.59) in + 0.4(2940 lbs) 

(4.1) 

Ffc " 1185 lbs. (4.2) 

This load was then divided by 2ir radians and distributed propor

tionally over the eight affected nodal points (Figure 4.7). With 

the value of the input forces known, the program SAP IV was run 

to yield the stress distribution near the hole. 

4.3 Reduction of Results 

The results obtained from SAP IV is a listing of displacements at 

the nodal points and stresses at the midpoint of each element. For 

dynamic loading conditions, stresses are given at various time 

steps. The time steps are not based on real time, however, since the 
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Figure 4-7 Imposed loading for diamond drilling model. 
Since elements are axisyranetric, x direction 
is tangential. 



program loads all nodal points at the same Instant. For this reason 

the compressive wave velocity within the rock mass must be determined 

and the arrival time to each nodal point calculated. The arrival time 

is then added to the time after solution start provided by the 

program. 

Prior to being able to use the results from SAP IV, they had to 

be converted to a format easily read by subsequent programs. To do 

this the output from SAP IV is stored temporarily on a computer 

file. The file was then read a line at a time with alpha numeric 

format until a key phrase was found. At this point new read statements 

are used that will assign the stress values to different variables. 

All stress values are then stored on a magnetic tape along with cor

responding element numbers. 

Because stresses are associated only with element numbers, it was 

necessary to calculate the coordinates of each element midpoint. This 

was accomplished by a short program that matches vertical coordinates 

along a line of elements with each corresponding horizontal 

position. For the second mesh used, only the midpoints of rectangular 

elements near the hole boundary (Fig. 4.4) were determined. When the 

various stresses were matched with the respective coordinates, it was 

possible to contour various stress values. The program SURFACE II 

(Sampson, 1978) was used to conduct this operation. The result is a 

visual representation of the stress distribution in the rock. 
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4.4 Failure Criteria 

Following the contouring of results, the width of the damaged 

zone likely with this stress distribution was calculated. The failure 

criterion chosen was the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, primarily because of 

its simplicity and the fact that it has proven itself as a relatively 

good approximation through years of use. The criterion assumes a 

straight line relationship 

j  t| - c + otancj, ( 4 . 3 )  

between the shear stress (t) and the normal stress (a) on any given 

failure plane, where c is the cohesive strength of the sample and ij> is 

the angle of internal friction. 

Many other failure criteria could have been used in a study such 

as this one. For example, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion could be taken 

one step further as Wang (1975) did and implement a method to gradual

ly decrease rock strength as failure progresses. Another option would 

be to completely abandon the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and adopt a cri

terion that does not assume a linear relationship between the normal 

and shear stresses. 

Some inaccuracy exists when using a static strength failure cri

terion to represent rock failure during a dynamic process such as 

percussion drilling. Nikolaevskii (1981) indicates that the dynamic 

strength of rock can be proven to be significantly greater than the 

static strength. When dealing with the characteristics of a stress 

pulse passing through a brittle material it can be seen that the pulse 
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Itself consists of a forward elastic portion followed by a plastic 

portion. The maximum amplitude of the elastic portion is known as the 

"Hugonlot elastic limit" (Rice, McQueen, and Walsh, 1958, pp. 10-

11). Nikolaevskii (1981, p. 41) indicates that the "Hugoniot elastic 

limit" substantially exceeds the static strength of the material, thus 

indicating the need to impose dynamic strength characteristics on the 

rock. Nikolaevskii (1981, p. 51), however, indicates that the result 

of not using dynamic strength parameters is that the length of micro-

cracks will be overestimated. Therefore, by using the Mohr-Coulomb 

failure criteria the magnitude of cracking should indicate a "worst 

case" situation. This effect may be negated somewhat because rock 

strength will remain at its full value during the failure process, not 

decline as Wang (1975) assumed. 

4.5 Verification of Program 

To assure that data was being correctly input to SAP IV, the case 

for a static point load imposed upon the symmetry axis of a solid 

cylinder was compared to the Boussinesq solution. The Boussinesq 

solution represents the stress distribution beneath a point load 

acting on a semi-infinite elastic solid. Clough and Rashid (1965) 

used this comparison to check a program using axlsymmetric elements. 

They stated that "the agreement between the theoretical and finite 

element solutions is seen to be remarkably good" (Clough and Rashid, 

1965, p. 85). This indicates that a solid cylinder was indeed an 

adequate representation of the Boussinesq problem; therefore, close 



agreement between the finite element and Boussinesq problem could be 

used as an indicator of program accuracy. 

A mesh representing a solid cylinder was used to check 

SAP IV. A static point load was imposed along the axis of sym

metry. The vertical stresses were contoured using SURFACE II as 

stated in Section 4.3. The Boussinesq formula, 

Aov 2 r 2 5/2 (4.4) 
Z 2n[l + (f) V 

(McCarthy, 1977, p. 163) 

where Aov ™ change in vertical stress 

Q = applied load 

Z = vertical distance below load 

r » radial distance from load 

was programmed to allow calculation of the theoretical vertical stress 

at each element centroid. These stresses were then contoured and the 

distribution compared to that obtained from SAP IV. The comparison 

(see section 5.2) indicates that the agreement was indeed quite close 

and confidence in the SAP IV solution was assured. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

5.1 Results of Laboratory Testing 

The first laboratory test performed was the radial permeability 

measurements on samples with 1/2-inch diameter percussion and diamond 

drilled holes (Section 3.3.1). The results of this test are flow rate 

measurements which are converted to permeability values by the formula 

(Bernaix, 1969, p. 64): 

Q ln(r2/r1) 

K - 2iIZp (5,1> 

where K = coefficient of permeability 

Q « flow rate radially away from center hole 

r̂ ,r2 ™ inner and outer radii, respectively 

I = length of sample 

Ap = pressure gradient across sample 

Tables 5.1 and 5*2 list flow rates and calculated permeabilities for 

samples of Leatherwood Quartz diorite and fine-grained Catalina 

Granite with either diamond or percussion drilled center holes. 

Indirect measurements of damage zone width and cracking intensity 

with fluorescent penetrating dyes and the ring tensions test were 

obtained following the falling head radial permeameter study. Results 

obtained from the penetrant test consist of measurements of the width 
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Table 5.1 Results of Falling Head Radial Permeameter Test 
on Leatherwood Quartz Diorite 

Calculated 
Test Average Flow Rate Permeability 

Sample # Duration (cm̂ /sec) (cm/sec) 

percussion drilled 
holes: 

LP1 68.25 2.2 X 10"6 2.43 X io"10 

LP 2 23.25 2.4 X 10~6 5.60 X io"10 

LP3 70.91 3.1 X 10"6 3.01 X io"10 

LP4 146.25 1.7 X 10"6 1.93 X io"10 

LP5 146.25 2.2 X io"6 1.57 X 10"10 

mean = 2.91 X io"10 

s. dev. = 1.60 X io"10 

diamond drilled 
holes: 

LD1 68.25 2.2 X 10"6 2.08 X io"10 

LD2 70.91 1.6 X 10"6 1.62 X io"10 

LD3 241.90 8.6 X 10"6 8.74 X io"10 

LD4 307.58 1.4 X io"6 9.54 X io-11 

LD5 95.58 1.1 X 10-6 1.62 X io-10 

LD6 144.99 2.0 X 10"6 1.67 X io-10 

LD7 241.91 8.3 X IO"6 1.11 X io-9 

LD8 96.58 1.6 X IO"6 1.37 X io"10 

mean =3.64 x 10 ̂  

s. dev.= 3.94 x 10 ̂  
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Table 5.2 Results of Falling Head Radial Permeameter Test 
on Catalina Granite 

Test Calculated 

ample // 
Duration 
(hr) 

Average Flow Rate 
(cm̂ /sec) 

Permeability 
(cm/sec) 

percussion 
holes: 

drilled 

CP1 20.92 2.4 x 10~4 2.19 X 10" 8 

CP2 92.5 6.4 x io"5 6.29 X io-9 

CP3 144.67 2.6 x 10"5 4.58 X 10~9 

mean = 1.09 X IO"8 

s. dev. = 9.54 X IO-9 

diamond drilled 
holes: 

CD1 142.50 6.8 x IO-6 5.88 X 10-10 

CD2 0.27 2.8 x 10~3 2.40 X IO"7 

CD3 173.92 1.9 x 10~5 1.64 X io-9 

CD4 23.92 2.7 x 10~4 2.84 X O
 1 00
 

CD5 47.83 1.3 x io"4 1.64 X IO"8 

CD6 165.83 2.6 x M
 
O
 1 LN
 

2.19 X io"9 

mean = 4.82 X io"8 

s. dev. = 9.46 X IO"8 
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of damage as highlighted by the dye. Figure 5.1 shows a histogram of 

the distribution of measurements for samples of fine-grained Catalina 

Granite with field drilled percussion holes. Histograms of fluores

cent dye results for the remaining typeB of field drilled samples 

along with those for laboratory drilled samples may be found in Appen

dix A. Figures 5.2 through 5.4 summarize all of the fluorescent dye 

results, which are presented as the arithmetic means of the data sets 

plus or minus one standard deviation. Representative samples for each 

type of field drilled hole in each rock type that has been tested with 

fluorescent dye are shown in Figures 5.5 - 5.10. 

Prior to using the ring tensile strength test to evaluate the 

strength of the rock, it had to be confirmed that failure did initiate 

at the hole boundary. Table 5.3 lists the average failure loads for 

diametrically loaded solid disks as compared to ring failure loads for 

the three rock types evaluated. Following the confirmation of tensile 

failure in the rings, the tensile strengths were calculated. Figure 

5.11 is a histogram of ring test results for the same sample set for 

which the fluorescent dye results are illustrated in Figure 5.1. 

Histograms for all other data sets may be found in Appendix A. 

Figures 5.12 through 5.16 summarize the ring test results for all of 

the data sets, results being represented as the means plus or minus 

one standard deviation. 

The nature of the petrographic microscope study was 

qualitative. No measurements were taken of the microscope slides; 

therefore, the only results obtained are photomicrographs taken of the 
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Figure 5.1 Histogram of fluorescent dye test results 
for samples with percussion drilled 1% 
inch holes in fine-grained Catalina Granite. 
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Figure 5.2 Fluorescent dye test results for Leatherwood Quartz 
diorite. 
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Figure 5.3 Fluorescent dye test results for fine-grained 
Catalina Granite.. 
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Figure 5.4 Fluorescent dye results for fine and coarse 
grained phases of Catalina Granite. Samples 
obtained by field drilling. 



Figure 5.5 Sample of Leatherwood Quartz diorite with a field drilled 
diamond hole treated with fluorescent dye. 
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Figure 5.6 Sample of Leatherwood Quartz diorite with a field drilled 
percussion hole treated with fluorescent dye. 



Figure 5.7 Sample of fine grained Catalina Granite with a field 
drilled diamond hole treated with fluorescent dye. 
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Figure 5.8 Sample of fine grained Catallna Granite with a field 
drilled percussion hole treated with fluorescent dye. 



Figure 5.9 Sample of coarse grained Catalina Granite with a field 
drilled diamond hole treated with fluorescent dye. 
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Figure 5.10 Sample of coarse grained Catalina Granite with a field 
drilled percussion hole treated with fluorescent dye. 



Table 5.3 Comparison of Ring Failure Loads and Solid Disk Failure Loads 

Rock Type 

Leatherwood Quartz Diorite 

Fine-Grained Catalina 
Granite 

Coarse-grained Catalina 
Granite 

Average Failure Load/unit 
thickness ± one standard 

Sample Type deviation (lbs/in) 

Solid 
-

2-inch 
5557 + 1335 

2-inch 
5557 1335 

Percussion Holes diameter 1713 + 193 
core 

Diamond Holes 2027 + 204 

Solid 9213 + 3370 
6-inch 

9213 3370 

Percussion Holes • diameter 5037 + 444 
core 

Diamond Holes 
- 4185 + 859 

Solid 
> 

3064 + 977 
2-inch 

3064 977 

Percussion Holes • diameter 867 + 202 
core 

Diamond Holes 1279 + 256 

Solid ' "X 1075 + 1111 
6-inch 

1075 

Percussion Holes • diameter 4113 + 774 
core 

Diamond Holes J 4052 + 469 

Solid 
6-inch 

6962 + 952 
6-inch 

952 

Percussion Holes • diameter 2895 + 267 
core 

Diamond Holes 2763 + 184 
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Figure 5.11 Histogram of ring test results for samples with percussion drilled 
lh inch holes in fine grained Catalina Granite. 
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Figure 5.12 Ring test results (means ± one standard deviation) for 
field drilled samples of Leatherwood Quartz diorite. 
Tensile strength calculated by Equation 4.2. 
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Figure 5.13 Ring test results (means ± one standard deviation) for 
lab drilled samples of Leatherwood Quartz diorite, 
tensile strength calculated by Equation 4.1. 
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Figure 5.14 Ring test results (means ± one standard deviation) for 
field drilled samples of fine grained Catalina Granite. 
Tensile strength calculated by Equation 4.2. 
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Figure 5.15 Ring test results (means ± one standard deviation) for 
laboratory drilled samples of fine grained Catalina 
Granite. Tensile strength calculated by Equation 4.1. 
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Figure 5.16 Ring test results (means ± one standard deviation) for 
samples of coarse grained Catalina Granite. Tensile 
strength calculated by Equation 4.2. 
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specimens. Figures 5.17 through 5.25 are photographs of representa

tive locations at the hole boundary (Figures 5.17 through 5.22), as 

well as away from the hole (Figures 5.23 through 5.25). 

5.2 Results of Finite Element Study 

The first stage in the finite element modelling was to verify the 

program against a known solution. As stated in section 4.5, this was 

accomplished by comparing the vertical stress distribution beneath a 

static point load as calculated by the Bousslnesq equation to that 

calculated by the computer program SAP IV. Figure 5.26 is the distri

bution as calculated by the Bousslnesq equation and Figure 5.27 repre

sents the distribution as calculated by the program. 

Other results of intermediate importance to the prediction of 

rock damage were the stress distribution beneath a diamond drill bit 

during oepration. Figures 5.28 and 5.29 represent the vertical and 

tangential stress distributions in the area near the hole bottom, 

previous to the imposing of drill bit loads. Figures 5.30 and 5.31 

show the vertical and tangential stress distributions in the same area 

when diamond drilling forces are Imposed. Note the changes in the 

magnitude of stresses present as well as the appearance of zones where 

stresses change rapidly from compression to tension. 

The critical result to the damage prediction is the failure 

locations within the rock surrounding the borehole. This information 

is listed in Table 5.4 for the diamond drilling model. More than one 

list of failed elements appears for each drilling method, because the 
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Figure 5.17 Photomicrograph of the edge of a 1% inch percussion 
hole in Leatherwood Quartz diorite. Locations A 
and B are discussed in text (section taken perpen
dicular to hole axis and covers an area of approxi
mately 0.84 mm x 0.55 mm). 
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Figure 5.18 Photomicrograph of the edge of a lh Inch diamond hole 
In Leatherwood Quartz diorite. Locations A and B are 
discussed In text (section taken perpendicular to hole 
axis and covers an area of approximately 0.84 mm x 
0.55 mm). 



Figure 5.19 Photomicrograph of the edge of a 15s inch percussion 
hole in fine grained Catalina Granite. Locations 
A and B are discussed in the text (section taken 
perpendicular to the hole axis and covers an area 
of approximately 0.84 mm x 0.55 mm). 



Figure 5.20 Photomicrograph of the edge of a lJg inch diamond hole 
in fine grained Catalina Granite. Locations A and B 
are discussed in the text (section taken perpendicular 
to the hole axis and covers an area of approximately 
0.84 mm x 0.55 mm). 
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Figure 5.21 Photomicrograph of the edge of a 1% inch percussion 
hole in coarse grained Catalina Granite. Locations 
A and B are discussed in the text (section taken 
perpendicular to hole axis and represents an area 
of approximately 0.84 mm x 0.55 mm) 
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Figure 5.22 Photomicrograph of the edge of a lh Inch diamond hole 
In coarse grained Catalina Granite. Locations A and 
B are discussed in the text (section taken perpendicu
lar to hole axis and covers an area of approximately 
0.84 mm x 0.55 mm). 



Figure 5.23 Photomicrograph of a sample of Leatherwood Quartz 
diorite away from the hole location. 



Figure 5.24 Photomicrograph of a sample of fine grained Catalina 
Granite away from the hole location. 
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Figure 5.25 Photomicrograph of a sample of coarse grained Catalina 
Granite away from the hole location. 
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Figure 5.26 Vertical stress distribution beneath a static point 
load as calculated by the Boussinesq equation. 
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Figure 5.27 Vertical stress distribution beneath a static point 
load as calculated by the program SAP IV using axi-
syinmetric elements. 
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Figure 5.28 Vertical stress distribution near hole base prior to the 
imposition of drilling loads. Distances along axes 
given in inches; stresses given in psi. Compressive 
stresses indicated as negatives. 
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Figure 5.29 Tangential stress distribution near hole base prior to 
the imposition of drilling loads. Distances along axes 
given in inches; stress given in psi. Compressive 
stresses indicated as negative. 
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Figure 5.30 Vertical stress distributions near hole base with 
diamond drilling loads imposed. Distances along axes 
given in inches; stress given in psi. Compressive 
stresses indicated as negative. 
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Figure 5.31 Tangential stress distibution near hole base with 
diamond drilling loads imposed. Distances along axes 
given in inches; stresses given in psi. Compressive 
stresses indicated as negative. 
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Table 5.4 Failure Locations Corresponding to 
Various Rock Strength Conditions 

Compressive 
Strength 
(psi) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(psi) 

Elements 
Failed In 
Compression 

Elements 
Failed in 
Tension 

12,000 -3000 15,16 none 

18,000 -3000 none none 

24,000 -3000 none none 

12,000 -2000 15,16 17 

12,000 -1000 15,16 17,18,96 
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rock strength parameters were varied to obtain information on the 

sensitivity of failure zones to input parameters. Figure 5.32 is a 

plot of failed element locations on the finite element mesh. 

Inspection of Table 5.4 indicates that the modelling procedure 

was successful at making a prediction of the damage around a diamond 

drilled hole. No such success has been obtained for modelling the 

percussion drilling process. It was found that the large number of 

nodal points loaded with time varying loads (along the hole bottom) 

coupled with the large number of elements comprising the mesh, seems 

to have exceeded the program's (SAP IV) capacity for dynamic 

analysis. The stress state beneath the hole during percussion 

drilling therefore could not be calculated using a time varying load 

imposed upon the entire hole bottom. For this reason it was not 

possible to predict failure locations for percussion drilling. 

5.3 Reduction of ReBults 

The results of the falling head permeameter test show a wide 

variation in flow rates and corresponding permeabilities for similar 

samples. These wide variations might Indicate that the damage zone 

properties do not affect the flow characteristics within the sample to 

a greater extent than variations due to changing rock properties. For 

this reason, the falling head radial permeameter test was discontinued 

at an early stage and more emphasis was placed on the indirect testing 

methods. 



Figure 5.32 Location of failed elements within mesh. Elements 
15 and 16 fail in compression, elements 17, 18 and 
96 fail in tension. 
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The interpretation of both the fluorescent dye test and the ring 

tensile strength test results was performed by statistically comparing 

related data sets to determine if the means could be considered 

equal. The test used for the comparison was the paired-sample 

t test (Miller and Freund, 1977, pp. 220-221). This test is conducted 

by calculating the difference between randomly paired observations. 

The differences are then treated as a distribution in itself and a 

standard one sample t test is performed to test the null hypothesis 

that the mean of the difference distribution is equal to zero. To 

perform this test, the value of the t statistic corresponding to the 

data set as given by 

x - p 
(5.2) 

i/ v/n* 

where x = mean of sample distribution 

s » standard deviation of sample distribution 

n B number of data points in sample distribution 

y = mean of actual distribution (assumed equal to zero) 

was compared to the tabulated value of the student's t distribution at 

the a =» 0.05 significant level and n - 1 degrees of freedom. If it 

was found that the calculated value of t for the difference distribu

tion exceeded the tabulated value, the null hypothesis had to be re

jected. This implied that the means of the original two data sets 

could not be considered equal (Miller and Freund, 1977, p. 220). 
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A major advantage of the paired-sample t test Is that It Is not 

required for the variances of the two distributions being tested to be 

equal, as It 1s in standard two-sample t tests. It is, however, re

quired that both data sets come from a normal population (Miller and 

Freund, 1977, pp. 213-220). To assure that this was the case, a chi-

squared test (Miller and Freund, 1977, pp. 264-265) was performed. 

For the fluorescent dye results, it was recognized that a negative 

damage zone width was not physically possible; the hypothesis tested 

was, therefore, that the data was from a lognormal population. This 

led to taking the natural logarithm of all sample data points. For 

cases where no damage was observed, the damage zone width was assumed 

equal to 0.0005 inches, half the smallest division on the micro

meter. This led directly to the assumption that ln(0) ™ -7.60. The 

new distribution was then tested for correlation with a normal popula

tion. The procedure for performing the chi-squared test is as 

follows: 

1) Separate sample data into class Intervals with class limits 
being chosen so no data point may be in more than one class. 

2) Calculate class limits for a corresponding normal distribu
tion by use of the Z statistic. (Z - (*cl ~ *)/s with XQL = 
class limit of sample data; x = mean of sample data; and s •» 
standard deviation. 

3) Determine the cumulative probability of each Z value by 
locating the value on a standard normal distribution proba
bility table. 

4) Determine the probability of each class Interval by subtract
ing successive cumulative probability values. 

5) Calculate the expected number of occurrences within each 
class (e.) by multiplying the class probability by the number 
of data points. 
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6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

Once the chi-squared test was peformed on all data sets, the 

following comparisons were made using the paried-sample t test: 

1) Average damage zone thickness around percussion versus dia
mond drilled holes in a particular rock type for a given hole 
size. 

2) Average damage zone width surrounding a given hole type in 
fine versus coarse grained Catalina Granite. 

3) Average tensile strengths for rings of a given size and rock 
type with percussion versus diamond drilled holes. 

4) Average damage zone thickness in a given rock and hole type 
for 6-inch diameter verses 2-inch diameter core. 

As an example of this comparison technique, Table 5.5 shows a chi-

squared test performed on ring test data for 6 inch cores of fine 

grained Catalina Granite (the data upon which this test is based is 

found in Table 5.6) and Table 5.7 illustrates a paired-sample t test 

comparing damage zone thicknesses surrounding field drilled percussion 

Combine classes so that the expected frequency (ei) is at 
least 5 or greater (if possible). 

Calculate the chi-squared statistic as 

k (o - e.)2 

XDATA = £ ET (5,3> 
i= 1 i 

where o.. is the observed number of occurrences in each com
bined set of classes and k is the number of combined sets of 
classes. 

Determine value of chi-squared distribution from table at 
0.05 significance level and k - 1 degrees of freedom. 

2 9 
If XdATA ̂  X.05 k-1 can ̂  a8Sumed that the sample data 

fits a normal distribution (i.e. test will be valid). 



Table 5.5 Verification of Normality of Ring Test Results by Use of 
Chi-Squared Test (Results from Samples with Field Drilled 
Percussion Holes in Fine Grained Catalina Granite evaluated), 

CLASS 
LIMIT 

2000.05 

2200.05 

2400.05 

2600.05 

2800.05 

3000.05 

3200.05 

+ 00 

CLASS 
LIMIT 

-1.33 

-0.92 

-0.52 

-0.12 

+0.28 

+0.69 

+1.10 

+ 00 

Cumulative 
Probability 

0 

0.0918 

0.1788 

0.3015 

0.4522 

0.5871 

0.7549 

0.8643 

1.0000 

e. = NP. 
_J 1 

0.0918 2.0 ̂  

0.0870 

0.1227 2.7 J 
0.1507 3.3 

0.1349 
• 

3.0 

0.1678 371 
0.1094 2.4 > 

0.1357 3.0 J 
1.0000 22.0 

6 . 6  

6.3 

9.1 

4 ̂  

6 

5 

11 

(o. - e.V 
_J !_ 

h 

.05 

.27 

.40 

ZCLASS XCLASS ~ 2659,3 
LIMIT LIMIT 

496.1 

lDATA 
= z 

j 

(0j - ejr = 0.72 

e. 
3 

X.05,2 5-991 XDATA < X.05,2 
Data is normally distributed. 

N3 
00 



Table 5.6 Distribution of Ring Test Results for Samples 
with Field Drilled Percussion Holes in Fine 
Grained Catalina Granite 

Tensile Strength 
Interval (psi) 

— 00 to 2000 

2000 to 2200 

2200 to 2400 

2400 to 2600 

2600 to 2800 

2800 to 3000 

3000 to 3200 

3200 to + 00 

Number of 
Occurrences 

4 

2 

0 

2 

3 

4 

6 

1 

mean = 2659.3 psi 

standard deviation = 496.1 psi 

total number of samples (N) = 22 
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Table 5.7 Paired-Sample t Test Comparing Damage Zone Thickness 
Surrounding Field Drilled Percussion and Diamond Holes 
in Fine Grained Catalina Granite 

Natural log of TEST DATA 
(zero assumed • 0.0005; i.e. ln(.0005) •» -7.60) 

Percussion Diamond Difference 

-3.12 -3.65 0.53 
-3.19 -3.86 0.67 
-3.02 -7.60 4.58 
-2.83 -7.60 4.77 
-3.08 -7.60 4.52 
-3.17 -7.60 4.43 
-2.24 -7.60 5.36 
-2.22 -7.60 5.38 
-2.56 -3.91 1.35 
-2.69 -3.69 1.00 
-2.70 -4.02 1.32 
-2.13 -7.60 5.47 
-3.91 -7.60 3.69 
-3.08 -4.14 1.06 
-2.04 -4.02 1.98 
-3.15 -7.60 4.45 
-3.69 -7.60 3.91 

Pairing process prohibits mean - 3.20 
use of seven data points s. dev. • 1.87 
for percussion. 

H0 : V - 0 

3.20 - 0 
7.06 fcDATA 7.06 fcDATA 

1.87/ 17 

t .05,16 " 1.746 

fcDATA > t.05,16 H0 mu8t be rejected 

means are not equal. 



versus diamond holes in fine grained Catalina Granite. These tests 

have been performed on all data sets obtained from fluorescent dye and 

ring tension tests, with the results being summarized in Tables 5.8 

through 5.11. 

5.4 Discussion of Results 

The comparisons of fluorescent dye test and ring test data dis

cussed in Section 5.3 lead to some very important observations con

cerning damage zone characteristics, especially when they are compared 

to results from the other tests performed. The comparisons shown 

above of fluorescent dye test results indicate that for samples with 

1 1/2 inch holes, more damage is induced by the percussion drilling in 

all three rock types. This trend also holds for samples of fine 

grained Catalina Granite with 1/2 inch holes, but not for samples of 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite with 1/2 inch holes. Comparisons also show 

that significantly more damage was present in the samples of coarse 

grained Catalina Granite than in fine grained Catalina Granite for a 

given hole type. Finally, the dye test indicates that for both dril

ling methods, more damage is induced when drilling 1/2 inch holes than 

when drilling 1 1/2 inch holes for fine grained Catalina Granite and 

when diamond drilling Leatherwood Quartz diorite. For percussion 

drilling in Leatherwood Quartz diorite, more damage is shown to exist 

around 1 1/2 inch holes. Also, in all cases the average damage width 

is very small (less than 0.10 Inches (2.54 mm)). 
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Table 5.8 Summary of Results of Chi-Squared Tests Performed 
on Fluorescent Dye Measurements of Damage Zone 
Width 

- null hypothesis (Ĥ ): In (damage width) is normally distributed 
 ̂original data set is lognormally 

distributed. 

Data Set Tested 2 
XDATA 

2 
X.05,N- 1 

Conclusion 
2 

XDATA 
2 

X.05,N- 1 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite 2.31 3.841 H0 acceptable 

-̂inch percussion hole 2.31 3.841 H0 acceptable 

%-inch diamond hole 0.15 3.841 Ho acceptable 

l̂ -inch percussion hole 1.29 3.841 Ho acceptable 

1̂ -inch diamond hole 2.94 3.841 Ho acceptable 

rine Grained Catalina Granite 

^5-inch percussion hole 3.27 3.841 Ho acceptable 

Ŝ-inch diamond hole 3.05 5.991 Ho acceptable 

l̂ S-inch percussion hole 0.66 3.841 Ho acceptable 

1̂ -inch diamond hole 1.46 3.841 Ho acceptable 

Coarse Grained Catalina Granite 

l̂ S-inch percussion hole 

1%-inch diamond hole 

0 .26  

2.11 

3.841 

3.841 

HQ acceptable 

HQ acceptable 
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Table 5.9 Summary of Results of Ghi-Squared Tests 
Performed on Ring Tensile Strength 
Measurements 

distributed. 

2 2 
Data Set Tested XDATA X.05,N- 2 Conclusion 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite 

-̂inch percussion hole 0.75 3.841 H0 acceptable 

Ŝ-inch diamond hole 0.02 5.991 H0 acceptable 

1%-inch percussion hole 0.50 3.841 Ho acceptable 

l̂ S-inch diamond hole 0.82 3.841 
Ho 

acceptable 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite 

^5-inch percussion hole 3.17 5.991 Ho 
acceptable 

-̂inch diamond hole 3.96 5.991 Ho 
acceptable 

1%-inch percussion hole 0.72 3.841 Ho acceptable 

l̂ -inch diamond hole 0.21 5.991 Ho 
acceptable 

Coarse Grained Catalina Granite 

lJs-inch percussion hole 

l̂ -inch diamond hole 

0.98 

0.63 

3.841 

5.991 

HQ acceptable 

HQ acceptable 



Table 5.10 Summary of the Comparisons made of Damage Zone Widths by the 
Paired-Sample t Test 

Comparison DATA • 05.N-1 Conclusion 

Percussion versus Diamond (same diameter) 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite (h inch) 1. 31 1. 734 means equal 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite (1% inch) 4. 14 1. 796 means not equal 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite (% inch) 9. 57 1. 771 means not equal 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite (lSg inch) 7. 06 1. 746 means not equal 

Coarse Grained Catalina Granite (1% inch) 4. 15 1. 725 means not equal 

% Inch Diameter versus 1h Inch Diameter 
(same drill type) 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite (percussion) 2. 35 1. 796 means not equal 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite (diamond) 3. 19 1. 796 means not equal 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite (percussion) 3. 74 1. 771 means not equal 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite (diamond) 5. 65 1. 771 means not equal 

Fine versus Coarse Grained Size 
(same drill type) 

Catalina Granite (percussion) 3. 991 1. 725 means not equal 

Catalina Granite (diamond) 2.054 1.746 means not equal 



Table 5.11 Summary of the Comparisons Made of Ring Tensile Strengths by 
the Paired-Sample t Test 

Comparison fcDATA t.05,N- 1 Conclusion 

Percussion versus Diamond Drilling 
(same hole diameter) 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite (h inch) 5. 16 1. 753 means not equal 

Leatherwood Quartz diorite (1% inch) 3. 27 1. 833 means not equal 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite (h inch) 7. 321 1. 721 means not equal 

Fine Grained Catalina Granite (1% inch) 0. 39 1. 725 means not equal 

Coarse Grained Catalina Granite (lh inch) 3. 12 1. 729 means not equal 

NOTE: Only the above listed comparisons have been made because varying the physical 
size of a sample or altering the grain size can significantly alter the 
sample's strength. This would lead to erroneous interpretations arising from 
comparisons of ring tensile strengths similar to the last two comparisons of 
Table 5.11. 
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The ring test results indicate that for the field drilled holes 

differences in tensile strength values for samples with holes drilled 

by different methods can be detected only in samples of Leatherwood 

Quartz diorite and coarse grained Catalina Granite. Samples of these 

rock types exhibit a greater width of damage than does fine grained 

Catalina Granite. It could be, therefore, that a certain minimum 

width of cracking is required before it can manifest itself in tensile 

strength measurements. 

With respect to the geometry of cracking within the damage zone, 

the petrographic microscope study revealed significant facts. First, 

it can be seen on Figures 5.17 - 5.22 that the major portion of the 

induced damage is restricted within grains. Any cracks that propagate 

to a grain boundary will terminate or at most extend into the next 

grain at a different location (see locations "A" on Figures 5.17 -

5.22). A possible cause for this situation could be that as a prop

agating stress pulse within a grain impinges upon the grain boundary a 

portion of the energy is reflected back into the original grain caus

ing further damage and the remainder is transmitted to the adjacent 

grain. Since the two grains are very likely made up of different 

materials, the transmitted energy will be refracted as it crosses the 

interface. The degree of refraction as well as the amount of energy 

transmitted is dependent upon the relative stiffness of the two 

grains, and of the interface between them. 

Another important consideration about the geometry of cracking is 

the orientation of cleavage planes within the crystal. As discussed 
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In the review of the diamond drilling process (Section 2.2.2), the 

action of a slider on a flat surface will cause cracking primarily In 

the easy cleavage direction. It seems logical that this might also be 

the case for Impact produced forces. It appears, however, that the 

effect of cleavage direction Is more pronounced around diamond drilled 

holes than around percussslon drilled holes. This Is Illustrated by 

the fact that grains surrounding percussion drilled holes (Figures 

5.17, 5.19, and 5.21) have a more "shattered" appearance than those 

surrounding diamond drilled holes (Note the alignment of cracks at 

locations "B" on Figures 5.18, 5.20, and 5.22, but not on Figures 

5.17, 5.19, or 5.21). Since grains are randomly arranged in a rock, 

even when cracking aligns with the cleavage direction within a given 

grain, the overall cracking pattern will be random. This greatly 

reduces the amount of crack interconnection, and limits the ease of 

water flow through this zone. 

When the results of the petrographlc microscope study are coupled 

with the results of the fluorescent dye and ring tensile strength 

tests, some close correlations appear. For example, It seems very 

reasonable that the increased width of damage in the coarse grained 

Catalina Granite as compared to the fine grained phase is a function 

of the grain size difference. If the grain boundaries serve to absorb 

energy in the rock, a greater number of grain boundaries will be more 

efficient at absorbing energy. Since a greater distance is traversed 

in crossing a given number of grain boundaries in a coarse grained 

rock than in a fine grained rock, it follows that if all other 
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conditions are held constant a greater width of damage will be induced 

in a coarse grained rock. 

Along with the consistent results mentioned, some inconsistencies 

have also arisen. Results indicating that more damage is present 

around 1/2 inch holes than around 11/2 inch holes (at least for 

percussion and diamond drilled holes in fine grained Catalina Granite 

and for diamond drilled holes in Leatherwood Quartz diorite) seem to 

be contradictory to specific energy considerations. The concept of 

specific energy (energy per unit volume of rock removed) implies that 

the energy required to drill a hole is a constant and is directly 

related to hole volume (Tandanand, 1973, pp. 11.5 - 11.24). If the 

hole diameter is increased by a factor of two the hole volume and 

therefore the energy required to drill the hole is increased by a 

factor of four. Any energy in excess of that required to drill the 

hole might also be increased by a factor of four. The wallrock avail

able to absorb the excess energy, however, will only be incrased by a 

factor of two since the hole circumference is directly proportional to 

the diameter. With the amount of wallrock available to absorb energy 

not Increasing as quickly as the energy input, larger holes would be 

expected to exhibit greater amounts of damage. Since this is not what 

is found, some other factor must be influencing the results. 

A possible explanation for the apparent inconsistency is based on 

the fact that the energy per unit volume for a given rock type is 

determined by that rock's strength properties (Tandanand, 1973, p. 11-

20). Since there is reason to believe that the strength properties of 
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rock may decrease with increasing sample volume due to an increased 

number of micro-fissures being encountered (Jaeger and Cook, 1976, p. 

196), the energy per unit volume may also decrease with increasing 

volume. The result of lowering the energy per unit volume would be 

that less energy would be required to reach the optimal penetration 

rate. This would lead to a lower magnitude of energy being available 

to crack the borehole wall. 

Another possible mechanism that could induce more damage sur

rounding smaller boreholes has to do with the actual distribution of 

stresses beneath a drill bit. If all of the drilling force from the 

center of the bit to a distance x from the borehole wall is absorbed 

by the hole bottom and the force exerted on the bit across the dis

tance x is somehow split between the hole bottom and wall (Figure 

5.33), the energy available for wall damage would be directly related 

to the percentage of the total bit area covered by the annulus of 

width x. If x could be considered a constant for a given drilling 

method, the percentage of the bit load being split between the hole 

bottom and the wall would be greater for a smaller bit. This would 

cause more energy to be Imposed on the borehole wall, thus causing 

more damage. A mechanism such as this has never been studied; 

however, it is one that is worthy of consideration. 

A final factor that may be at least partially responsible for 

damage Increasing around smaller holes is that greater frictional 

forces will be induced under laboratory drilling conditions. Since 

the nature of laboratory drilling leads to better control of drilling 
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Figure 5.33 Possible stress distribution beneath a drill bit 
that could be the cause of increased damage 
around smaller holes. The above sketch can 
represent an entire percussion bit or one hjalf 
of a diamond bit. The distance X is assumed 
to be constant for a given drilling situation. 



conditions, the efficiency of cutting removal tends to be 

significantly higher than under field drilling conditions. Improved 

cleaning of the hole during drilling leads to an increase in the 

coefficient of friction between the bit and the rock (Tandanand, 1973, 

p. 11-17), thus inducing greater frictional forces. The frictional 

force increase may be sufficient to induce greater.damage. Any one or 

some combination of the above three mechanisms may be the cause for 

more damage being induced around smaller holes. 

Therefore, if it is now considered reasonable for more damage to 

exist around smaller holes, a second apparent inconsistency in the 

test results arises. This is that the fluorescent dye measurements on 

samples of Leatherwood Quartz diorite with field drilled percussion 

holes indicate damage in excess of similar 1/2 inch holes and in 

excess of percussion holes in fine grained Catallna Granite (a rock 

with a similar grain size which should have similar width of 

damage). A very likely cause of this discrepancy is that when dril

ling the percussion holes at Oracle Ridge Mine, much rod vibration was' 

induced causing lateral impact of the drill rod against the hole 

wall. Evidence of this is seen in Figure 5.34, where a sample with a 

pentagonally shaped percussion drilled hole is shown. These samples 

were taken from holes in the mine wall, and the non-vertical drilling 

seems to have caused unexpectedly high rod vibrations. Even though 

this phenomenon seems rare, it does occur often enough to warrant 

consideration if the likely amount of damage induced by percussion 

drilling must be known. 



Figure 5.34 Sample with a 1% percussion drilled hole in 
Leatherwood Quartz diorite. Note the pentagonal 
cross section caused by drill rod vibrations. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Summary and Conclusions 

An experimental study has been performed to determine the physi

cal characteristics of the damage to borehole wallrock (if any) 

induced during drilling. The study is of importance since a damaged 

zone may create a leakage path for ground water around a borehole 

plug. Along with determination of damage zone characteristics, it was 

also sought to determine if the drilling method has an effect on the 

amount of induced damage as well as what effect hole size might 

have. Lastly, a method of predicting to what extent a given set of 

drilling conditions will damage the rock has also been attempted. 

Since it was desired to evaluate the effect the drilling method 

has on the induced damage, all tests were performed on samples with 

percussion and diamond holes drilled in granitic rocks. These dril

ling methods were chosen because they represent extreme cases in 

energy input to the rock (percussion being the most energetic and 

diamond the least), and, therefore, extreme cases with respect to the 

magnitude of induced damage. Both 1/2 inch and 1 1/2 inch holes were 

drilled to evaluate size effect. 

Vith the drilling methods chosen, evaluation was made, through an 

extensive literature review, of the rock breakage mechanisms of both 

143 
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techniques. The results of the evaluation yield strong indications 

that percussion drilling will damage rock significantly more than will 

diamond drilling, and they also allow determination of the forces 

exerted on the rock by each type of drill bit. These forces were used 

as input values in the rock damage prediction model. 

The method adopted to determine the flow characteristics within 

the damaged zone was one involving a series of indirect tests. 

Indirect testing methods were chosen after Initial permeameter tests 

implied that the damage zone's influence on fluid flow within the 

sample was minimal. The tests relied upon were the use of fluorescent 

penetrating dyes to highlight the width of the damaged zone, the ring 

tensile strength test that indicated greater damage intensities by 

lower tensile strengths, and petrographic microscopic observations 

that allowed observation of the geometry of cracking and degree of 

crack interconnection. All the measured physical traits of the damage 

zone influence the ease with which water can flow through the zone. 

For example, the width of cracking affects the quantity of water able 

to flow past a plug, and the intensity of fracturing, as well as the 

degree of crack interconnection, indicate the number of pathways 

available for water passage. 

The results from these various tests have yielded some very 

valuable information. First, it has become obvious that percussion 

drilling does induce a greater amount of rock damage than does diamond 

drilling. This directly implies that the drilling method used near 

waste disposal sites might be of concern. However, when the absolute 
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magnitude of damage is taken into consideration it is discovered that 

damage is not likely to extend more than about 0.1 inches into the 

borehole wall of granitic rocks regardless of drill type. 

The reason that damage is restricted to such a narrow band sur

rounding a hole was discovered by the petrographic microscope study. 

The microscope revealed that the cracking comprising the damaged zone 

is primarily restricted to cracking within grains, and in addition 

does not extend much beyond a few grain diameters away from the hole 

wall. It is postulated that this is due to the fact that the stress 

pulses causing damage tend to be absorbed at the boundaries between 

grains. Because of this phenomenon, coarser grained rocks tend to 

have wider damaged zones than do comparable rocks with smaller grain 

size. This last fact, which was brought out by the fluorescent dye 

test, indicates that if there is a choice of where to place a plug 

along the length of a hole with respect to rock grain size, it should 

be placed within the rock of a finer grain. This procedure will 

locate the plug within a zone of the least amount of damage. 

The other finding from the microscope study is that cracking 

within grains tends to align with the cleavage planes of the crystals, 

especially in diamond drilling. For a rock with randomly oriented 

grains, the cracking will then be random. This limits the degree of 

crack interconnection and, therefore, the possible water flow through 

the damaged zone is restricted. 

The results obtained in this study, namely the small width of the 

damaged zone and the lack of crack interconection across grain 
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boundaries, indicate that the damaged zone is not likely to be a major 

flow path separate from the plug-rock interface. It is of concern, 

however, that only the damage surrounding small holes was measured. 

There is still a question as to how much damage surrounds a larger 

hole. The fact that this testing program indicated that more damage 

was created around 1/2 inch holes than around 1 1/2 inch holes implies 

that as the hole size increases, the effect of the damage may drop. 

This idea is supported by research conducted at Terra Tek Inc. (Lingle 

et al., 1981) which found that the damage surrounding 7 7/8 inch 

diamond and rotary drilled holes in granite extends only approximately 

two grains into the wall rock. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the likelihood of large quantities of contaminated ground water 

flowing within the damage zone around a plug in a fine grained rock is 

very low. 

The finite element model used in this study to predict the damage 

likely to be induced by a given set of drilling conditions has shown 

itself to be acceptable in principle. The location of cracking with 

respect to the hole indicated by the model for diamond drilling ws 

close to that suggested by the study of the diamond drilling mechanism 

(Chapter 2) and that measured by fluorescent dyes. The model also 

indicated that rock failure a short distance away from a diamond drill 

bit occurs by tension in the borehole wall and in compression directly 

beneath the bit. This fact was not fully brought out by either the 

literature review or by experiment. These findings indicate that the 

model does have the potential for making good first approximations of 
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the magnitude of induced damage and the characteristics of the stress 

state causing the damage. The model, however, does need modification 

prior to being suitable for calculating the stress state caused by the 

time varying loads occurring in a percussion drilling system. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

This study has evaluated the characteristics of the damaged zone 

surrounding boreholes in granitic rocks. Results concerned with the 

width of the damaged zone, the effect that grain size has on the 

damaged zone have been fairly conclusive. What is not yet fully 

understood is the effect hole size has on the damaged zone. It is 

therefore recommended that additional study be performed to evaluate 

the effect that varying the hole size has on the stress distribution 

beneath a drill bit. This could perhaps lead to a more refined 

prediction model. 

Prior to a study of the effect of hole size, the finite element 

model should be Improved to be capable of calculating stresses induced 

by impact loading of a large mesh. Since the program SAP IV was not 

designed for this purpose, it is not surprising that difficulty arose 

when attempting to simulate the percussion drilling process. It is 

suggested that a different program which allows for easier modelling 

be utilized or developed. 

Other refinements that may be of interest to incorporate in a new 

model are as follows: 
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1) Reduce mesh size to allow modelling of Individual grains by 

Imposing varying strength and stiffness parameters. 

2) Alter the mesh to better represent a typical wedge-shaped 

percussion bit. 

3) Incorporate a graphics package to the finite element program 

to eliminate the need for subsidary programs. 

To interpret the results of this study with respect to actual borehole 

plug performance, it is strongly suggested that a fluid flow test be 

performed by placing one rock sample with a plugged percussion drilled 

hole and a plugged diamond drilled hole into permeameters and inducing 

flow through and around the plug. Differences in flow rates will be 

indicative of the effects of varying damage zone widths and of the 

increased wall roughness cause by percussion drilling. It was desired 

to perform testing of this type as part of this study; however, delays 

in equipment manufacture and sample preparation, along with the long 

time required for the performance of this type of test, has prevented 

its incorporation. 

Lastly, it is suggested that other rock types under consideration 

as host rocks for nuclear waste disposal sites be tested. This will 

allow better correlation of results of this study with those obtained 

by Terra Tek, Inc. in their study of the damage aournd 7 7/8 inch 

diameter holes. 



APPENDIX A 

HISTOGRAMS OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 
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Figure A.l Histograms of fluorescent dye test results for samples 
with field drilled percussion holes (top) and diamond 
holes (bottom) in Leatherwood Quartz diorite. 
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Figure A.2 Flourescent dye test results for samples with 
field drilled diamond holes in fine-grained 
Catalina Granite. 
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Figure A.3 Fluorescent dye test results for samples with field 
drilled percussion holes (top) and diamond holes (bottom) 
in coarse-grained Catalina Granite. 
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Figure A.4 Fluorescent dye test results for percussion holes in 
Leatherwood Granodiorite (laboratory drilled samples). 
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Figure A.5 Fluorescent dye test results for diamond holes" in 
Leatherwood Granodiorite (laboratory drilled samples). 
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Figure A.6 Fluorescent dye test results for percussion holes 
in Catalina Granite (laboratory drilled samples.) 
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Figure A.7 Fluorescent dye test results for diamond holes in 
Catalina Granite (laboratory drilled samples). 
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Figure A.9 Ring test results for diamond drilled holes in Leatherwood Quartz 
diorite (field drilled samples). Ui 
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Figure A.10 Ring test results for diamond holes in fine grained Catalina Granite 
(field drilled samples). 
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Figure A.11 Ring test results for percussion holes in coarse grained Catalina Granite 
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Figure A.12 Ring test results for diamond holes in coarse grained 
Catalina Granite (field drilled samples). 
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Figure A.13 Ring test results for samples with laboratory drilled 
percussion holes (top) and diamond holes (bottom) in 
Leatherwood Quartz diorite. 
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Figure A.14 Ring test results for samples with laboratory drilled 
percussion holes (top) and diamond holes (bottom) in 
fine grained Catalina Granite. 
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